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H. H. Schroeder, ISNU dean emeritus, whose death is reported in In Memoriam,
was a teacher for 58 and a half years-had been a member of the ISNU
faculty si nce 1913. He took pride in his record for school attendance, which
showed he had m issed only four days from classes beca'usc of illness. H e last
taught January 6.
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It Is Our Library
b)' Ruth E. Zimmerman
you the boss of the library?" a small newcomer
A REqueried,
peering at me over the library desk of the
Metrnlf Elementary School.
" It is 011,- library," retored second-grade Mark to the

interrogator, a new classmate whom he had just brought

into the library for the first time. Then Mark proved his
statement by helping his friend find a book and showing
him how to check it out.

" Do you have anythi ng about Casey Jones, .. " I want
another book about cave men." "This news map says the
ctirigiblc Hinde11b11rg exploded on its first voyage to the
United Stares. The encyclopedia doesn't agree. Which is
right?" "Are we going to get to tell some more stories to
the primary grades'" "My teacher sent me up to get Katy
and the Big S1101v.'" " Let me tell you about my book, so !
can go on to another base." (This last remark came from

a third grader entered in a baseball game where one runs
a base by reading a book.)
Hodgepodge' Maybe to you, but to the elementa'y

school librarian such a multiplicity of questions and qucs•
tioners implies that the library truly is 011r library.

Times Have Changed
It's a long cry from the elementary school days when
the teacher's assignment was "Read the next chapter" o•
"Read to the middle of page 46." Then the average child
had in his possession some six or eight books including n
reader, speller, grammar, geography, history, and physio logy text- and, if there were 30 pupils, the same six titles
were multiplied by 30. They read the few books and gave
back the contents during the recitation periods. I n geography
they drew maps and learned the capital cities of states and

nations; in history they memorized incidents with dates.
They spelled for "head marks." They learned " memory
gems" and how to diagram them. They passed the state
and county examinations based on these books- most of
them creditably. Why not' There can be only a -certain
number of good questions covering such few books. That
may be why some o ldsters think they did a better job of
spelling, reading, and writing than is done by the boys and

few did, it is certain that they could not speak as glibly or

with such authority about dinosaurs, composers, jet propulsion, golden hamsters, and half a hundred other topics.

No doubt the radio and movies have a part in awakening
new interests, but those interests will develop only if children have access to books and materials dealing with them.
Give us more books for 01,r library.
Yet the elementary school library must be more than
a collection of books- however good they may be. Shelves
of books can be like streets of houses where drawn shades
give no indication to what may be behind the closed doors
which never opens to passers-by. Someone must o pen the
books to the children, so that they may see what is inside.
Many books may need to be opened before a glimpse of
the contents has an appeal. Someone, too, needs to shed a
bit of light on those contents when they are new, unfamiliar
or difficult. To make the lure complete, that someone must
know the children as well as the books. He must know both

their interests and abilities.

Offering a stone when

bread is desired, is still unsatisfying. Even if bread is
offered it's wise to know the kind preferred. Pumpernickel

may have more vitamins, but until your customer has developed a taste for it, he will be happier with plain white
bread- or sweet rolls.

The successful baker gives the customer what he wants
and then seeks to increase his sales by cultivating and developing the a1stomer's taste for other items. A librarian
should do the same. In the primary grades a few short
hops may lead from Bugs Bunny to Peter Rabbit; but if
the middle grader is still enamored of Bugs Bunny, the
cultivation of his taste for The Y eading or Bambi may be
aided by letting him nibble at The Slory of Mrs. T11bbs, the
Freddy books, or The Story of Dr. Doofill/e. It is also

good to know that Au~ustus, water rat on the Mississippi,
has a Tom Sawyerish flavor. Most biography lists include
the A11Mbiography of Benjamin Franklin, but most persons

would read it- and with greater appreciation if, in the
third or fourth grade, t hey had met Ben as a boy in the
Boyhood of Fa111011s Amerirans Series, or had enjoyed the

girls of today. However, there are those who are beginning

mouse's explanation of how he inspi red Ben's inventions
in Ben and 1'-1e. A satisfied customer will return for more

to doubt the validity of that statement. Even though some

of the same.

When the librarian and children with whom she works learn how
to

use the word 'help,' everyone calls the library OUR library, this

author claims. Miss Zimmerman carries our her ideas daily in the
Metcalf Elementary School library of ISNU, where as chief librarian
she welcomes the assisrance of her many young friends.
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Boys and Girls Feel at Home

.

O11r library is more than a collection of books- more
than a librarian dispensing them- more than children reading them. O11r library is a place where boys and girls feel
at home-at home in a welcoming sort of way that makes
for ease and freedom and ' honesty. O11r library must be so
comforting that the first grader will not fear to say, " My
puppy tore the book." John must feel no hesitancy in
saying, "I didn't finish this book. lt"s lousy !"' Barbara,
who thinks every child should know the story, Make IVay
for D11ckli11gs, should have the opportunity to read or tell
the story to some primary group.
O11r library is a proving ground. The primary people
prove parent cooperation by their ability in telling stories
to the group around the library table. Second graders
prove that they know the alphabet by shelving the little
children's books. (Placing the last initial of the authoc"s
name on the back .of the hooks makes it fairly easy to put
all the hooks with the same initial together.) Fourth
graders prove they can use the card catalog by finding their
books if they know the title or author. Fifth graders gain
permission to take turns acting as librarian at the desk by
proving they can shelve both fiction and non-fiction accurately. Upper grade children pr.ove that they can use
indexes and other library tools by using them to collect
materials for units of work in the classroom.

"He lp" is a common word in our library. Listen to
the ways we can use it "Do you need someone to he/p
shelve the books'" "Let me he/p at the desk." "Carol,
you have re1d so many horse hooks. Will you help John
find a book?" "I know the call number, but you must learn
to help yourself. Look in the card catalog. Then, if you
can't find the book, I'll help y.ou." "David, you know
more about science books than I do. Tom wants to know
how a reflectoscope works. Can you he/p him ?"
It is such participation, such action and inter-action
involving the handling and discussion of books- rather
than the librarian's recommendation of them- that makes
any elementary school library 011r library.

Elementary Grads
Children Like Train Ride
Teaching "kindergartencrs" is fun. The children keep
me busy, but their curiosity, sincerity, and appreciation arc
rewarding. Five-year-olds arc truthful and eager to learn. I
feel as though I am really doing my bit to make the world
a better place for us all to live when I see the children
progress and begin to grow up during the school year.
Located in a unit district, I have a morning class of
23 pupils in the Dundee grade building and in the afternoon I am in Hampshire with 19 pupils. At H ampshire we
are temporarily using a church, since it is the first year for
the kindergarten.
One of my most interesting experiences with children
consisted of a train ride we took on the Nickle Plate Road
between Gibson City and Elliott. The children, for the most
part, were taking their first train ride. They were very
courteous and polite but also excited and thrilled. The first
chug of the engine brought a look of joy to their faces.
They liked the ride so much that we had a toy train in our
room for some time.
In elementary teaching one has the advantage of giving
boys and girls their start in school. They arc eager to learn.
I, personally, like watching young boys and girls bec.ome
happy individuals.
- R11th McC01111ell, '46

Rural Experience Valuable
I thoroughly enjoy teaching and working with elementary children. One may truthfully state that an elementary
teacher never has a dull moment from the time the children
arrive at school until they have safely returned home. The
children have such vivid imaginations that they create many
forms of self-expression if permitted to do so with pr.oper
stimuli and guidance. I wish to continue working with
elementary children since there is a great amount of pride

IN T H E METCALf SCHOOL LIBRARY, W' illiam Bach of the seventh g rade tells stories to a group o f chi ldren from the
fir$t grade. Upper ,::rade children volunteer to read and tell stories t0 children in the kindergarten and first three grades.
Miss Zimmerman: the Met<:alf libr-arian, recommends the project as the best kind o f teacher recruitment.
,j
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Are Happy Teachers
and self-satisfaction in knowing that I may be able to help
build a firmer foundation in aidinJ! the child to become a
more responsible citizen. It is gratifying for a teacher to
see the child grow and develop ead1 day.
One of my most valuable experiences with children
was that I had as a teacher of all eight grades in a one-room
rural school. This experience gave me a better understanding of children on all grade levels. One who teaches in a
one-room rural school is the teacher, janitor, music and
art and physical education teacher, librarian, principal, secretary, public relations director for the community. This
experience was a very valuable asset in my later teaching.
I now teach eighth g rade mathematics, social studies,
and English, as well as serve as principal and supervisor of
the elementary g rades in a community unit school at Mt.
Aubum. I do a little basketball coachi ng after school for
the elementary boys and have been the scoutmaster for the
local troop. I have the same gt0up of boys in the extracurricular activities that I have jn the classroom.
Iii'a//e,· Lochba111n, '47

Elementary Teaching Important
I like my job in the elementary field because I like to
teach. My job does not pay enough for me to enjoy it
because of the salary. When you tead1 at the elementary
level you arc teaching children, and I find it much more
interesting to teach children than to teach subjects.
At the present time I am a part-time teacher and a
part-time principal, tead1ing one half of each day and
spending the other half on administration work. If any
time is left, I do supervision work in my school.
What is more important than well-trained d1ildren in
this world today? I trust the public will soon realize that
public school teachers have never been paid enough for
their services, especially those who teach in the elementary
field. The education of any child depends upon habits and
attitudes established in the grade school. Children in grade
school are in the habit-forming period. All good students
in high school have done good work in grade school. W e
seldom hear of a poor grade pupil's becoming a good high
school student. Teachers who wish to help in the time
most important should teach in the elementary grades. High
school teachers find it difficult to establish or change habits
by .t he time children reach secondary school.
Educators are slowly beginning to recognize the fact
that elementary teachers are the most important but least
recognized teachers in the field of education.
Pa11/ F. R.aniey, '47

Pupils Help Each Other
All in all, I think elementary teaching is a true profession- and a very rewarding one.
I have always enjoyed my teaching in the elementary
schools so very much that I know I shall always want to
remain in teaching- and in teaching at the elementary level.
For anyone who truly enjoys the great satisfaction which
comes from daily contact with children, teaching in the
grades offers the opportunity for this satisfaction. The
keen interest of children in many areas causes the adult
working with them to feel in touch with the world in a
vital way. The friendships of children are warm and sinFEBRUARY, 1950

Who wants to be -an elementary
teacher? These ISNU alwnni tell
why they prefer teaching in elementary schools, in response to -a query
from the Quarterly editor.
cerely given. As you help children, you know that you, too,
are growing in perspective. These are rewards one constantly receives.
·t'his year I am teaching a combination fifth and sixth
grade in the Harper School Jn Wilmette. We are fortunate
Ul being dose to the National College of Education and to
Northwestern University. Students from these schools come
to us as cadet teachers. In helping cadets, a teacher must
constantly evaluate his own relationship with the group so
gains from this experience.
Our children at Harper live a full school life and
have an active part in planning school activities. We have
a student council which meets once a week. Our school
library is serviced by the sixth grade library club of girls,
and the boys' safety patrol from our sixth grade is always an
alert and responsible group. Our fifth graders call daily
at each room to sell lunch tickets for our school cafeteria.
Our fourth graders raise and lower the flag each day. Fifth
and sixth g rade d1ildren take lunch .tickets in the cafeteria,
make change there, and scrape the dishes before putting
them into the dishwasher. Fifth and sixth grade children
also help the four-year-old group daily.
I have had many interesting experiences with children.
The most recent one was that of attending a party given
by a kindcrgardcn for our fifth and sixth grades because of
the help our librarians and patrol boys had g iven to the
group. Onr Jive-year-old hosts and hostesses had planned
the entire party and were d1arming to our olde.r children.
The rapport between the group was a thrilling thing to sec.
Inn E. Bishop, ,36

Survey by Children Worthwhile
I continue to work with elementary pupils because I
find them interesting, challenging, and responsive. I teach
mathematics in the junior high school in Crystal Lake,
having six classes of math every day and a sixth grade home
room. I am especially anxious to have children feel a need
knowing arithmetic. I try to appeal to them through things
they like; and, consequently, understand.
I have had many interesting experiences with children.
One of the most recent was a project carried on here in
1948. The seventh and eighth g rade classes conducted a
census survey for the entire school district. The pupils did
all of the work as an arithmetic project. Through this
the children acquired much factual knowledge, a better
understanding of the school system and the community, a
consciousness of the need for accuracy and cooperation on
the part of all, and last, but not least, a feeling that they
had rendered the community a great service. The information was used by adults later in a successful effort to get
the necessary vote and approval for a new school building.
This grade school building is now nearing completion.
T he elementary field is one of the most interesting,
stimulating, and challenging. There is room for advancement; the salaries are good; and we elementary teachers
arc becoming better recognized professionally.

A gnes J. Thomsen, ' 49

Administration Building Nears Completion
by Russell Sreek, '46
LUMNI visiting the campus in April may be greeted
by a scene which might pass for a lire drill. This
event will be the move ot University admin,istrators and
office personnel from Old Main to the New Administration
Building, now being completed between Milner Library
and the Metcalf Building. The modern structure will soon

A

be the center of business and administrative activity on the

Alumni Office on Second Floor
The second floor, at the top of the steps from the
front entrance will probably be used most during an average
day. A suite of otlices south of the elevator will be the
center of purchasing, accounting, and many other f unctions

of the University business staff. The post office, with 350
boxes for faculty and staff members, is also in this area.

campus as well as the link between the campus and the · Offices of the dean of men, ass.istant dean of men, dean of
public schools served by Illinois State Noraml University.
women, and assistant dean of women w ill be located in a
Some 80 people will be at work in this new building, corresponding area north of the elevator on the second
which wi ll have been completed in about one year by the floor, while the section for the publicity and alumni relaJohn Felmley Company. "f he building, semi-Georgian in tions staff is at the rear of the second floor.
style, harmonizes with the more recent structures on campus.
The area south of the elevator on the third floor of
The total cost of building is S97 l,000; and a sum of the Administration Building will be occupied by the presiSJ 52,000 has been appropriated to furnish and equip the dent, the administrative assiStant to the president, the direc•
offices and rooms on all four floors.
tor of housing, and the director of veterans· affairs. A room
for the Teachers College Board, also to be used by various
Class Space Gained
The University will gain space for 63 classes when
the administrative offices are moved from Old Main. This
will be very welcome by ISNU officials faced by the steadilyrising enrollment of future teachers. At the present time,
space for classes is being rented in two nearby churches,
and the temporary buildings on campus are in constant use.

Floor Plans D escribed
The first floor of the new Administration Building is

constructed below ground level in the form of an English
basement. It has office space for the Bureau of Appointments, the chief engineer, and the superintendents of buildings, grounds, and plant. A mailing room, a receiving
room, a general storage room, and a file storage room are

also on this floor.
The main entrance to the building is from the broadwalk between Milner Library and the Metcalf Building.
(Main entrances of almost all campus buildings face the
center of the campus for the convenience of students and

faculty members) . A n automatic elevator wjll serve all four
floors in the new building. The shaft is located in the
center of each floor.

campl~S committees, and two smalle r committee rooms are

located on this part of the third floor. The dean, assistant
dean, director of admissi.ons, regiStrar, and recorder, will

have the suite to the north of the elevator.
The switchboard, with equipment for 600 automatic
telephones, will be on the fourth floor along wjth the
duplicating roo1n, a drafting room, two committee rooms,

an office for the research committee, faculty women's
lounge, faculty men·s lounge, office staff lounge, and a
social room with a small kitchen. The drafting room is to
be used for making and displaying charts and working
drawings of campus buildings and grounds. The electric
scoring and sorting machines used by the research committee wi II be kept in the research office.

Other Plans Outlined
In an interview describing the construction and floor
plan of the new Administration Building, President R. W.
Fairchild also summarized the immediate schedule for the
construction of other new campus b,tildings. He estimates
that the Special Education Building should be ready for
use by September of this year. This large and important

An April opening is planned for the new Administration Building, the first major building to be completed on the campus since
the war. The east-campus area between Milner Library -and the
Metcalf Building is the site of this new center of campus business
and administrative aaivity. ISNU building plans also call for the
construction of the speech, music, and auditorium buildings---for
which money was once appropriated ·and then found inadequate--in this same general area of the campus.
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structure wiJI play an important role in the state program
of educating teachers for exceptional children.
Two wings of the beef cattle barn at the University
Farm, also being constructed by the John l'elmley Company, should be ready for use by May. The next major
projects to be started on the campus are a men's dormitory
and a women·s dormitory facing University Street across
from M cCormick Gymnasium. These four-floor brick residences will be connected by a kitchen used by both buildings. T he two dormitories will be financed by a bonding
company upon a self-liquidating basis (and paid for by
the revenue received over a period of years) . The final
completion of !'ell Hall by the addition of a south wing
has also been authorized by the State and is to be sta rted
this spring.
Faculty committees are now studying needs of the
University in relation to the new elementary and high
school buildings, to be constructed in the area north of the
Special Education Building. Funds totalling SI 70,000 have
been released for the drawing of plans for these two buildings, although an appropriation fo r the construction has
not been made. Dr. J. W . Carrington ;s serving as coordinator of committees concerned with the planning of
the new laboratory school plant.

Looking more into the future, the building plan for
Illinois State Normal Univers.ity calls for the completion
of the cast-campus area with the addition of the speech,
music, and auditorium bu11dings-for which money was
once appropriated but found inadequate. These are to be
located in the vicinity of Milner Li brary and the Administration Building.

Union Plan To Be Studied
A recent development which has met with much campus and off-campus interest is the investigation President
Fairchild has been authorized to make of the possibility of
constructing a student union on a self-liquidating basis. He
commented recently that such a union would probably be on
the present site of Old Main and remarked that it would
either be a reconstruction of Old Main or a new building.
Ceremonies marking the completion of present campus
buildings and the ground-breaking for planned structures
wi II give alumni a reason to be proud of ISNU. Each
occasion is a sign that state officials arc becoming more
aware of the service the University offers through its plan of
100 percent attention to the education of teachers for the
future citizens of Illinois.

THE START
It was the fall of
1948 when students
stopped co watch
excavation work
for the foundation
and first floor of
the new building.
This activity marked
the start of the
first major campus
building since
Milner Library.

TODAY
The building today looks
almost like chis architect's
drawing, although the
entrance has not been
completed. The current
schedule calls for the
opening of the building
sometime in April.

FEBRUARY,
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A UN IT ON INCOME TAXES is conducted by Mr. Brendel, author of the following article. He heads the business education
department in the Beverly, Mass., High School.

BUSINESS EDUCATION
---A Great Career!
by LeRoy A. Brendel, '32

many a high school graduate of the Depression of
L
'29, I was strongly advised to select a career other than
teaching because of "the profession's limited opportunities
IKE

and meager financial returns." T hat same advice is still
being given to our youth, contrary to those common-sense
vocational guidance principles which stress aptitudes, abilities, and interests in choosing one·s lifework. lt seems
(even more so than in the 30's- perhaps as an aftermath
of "big" money during the war) that most people who
8

speak of success in a lifework still measure such success only
in terms of dollars and ccnts-Su¢¢eSS.

Glad I Ignored Advice
Today, almost a quarter of a century later, I am prm1d
I ignored the advice of the parlor experts not to prepare for
a career as a business teacher. It is only fair, however, to
admit that my decision to major in business education rather
than history o r English was not based solely on my interest
THE ALUMNI QUARTERLY

Did someone try to tell you not to prepare for teaching?

This

ISNU -alumnus, from the depression period, is glad that he ignored
advice which almost kept him out of the teaching profession. He
finds business education a challenging field, still improving.

and liking for business subjects. T he experience of Jiving
through a depression e ra made me overconscious of the fact
that preparation in more than one area of employment
might be advantageous. Consequen tly, my ultimate decision
was strongly influenced by the reality that should the teaching profession have naught of me, I could perhaps go into
business and have the basic training with which to do it.
Little could I realize then how significant my decision
was in laying a solid foundation on which to build a happy
and rewarding lifework.

D ebt

to

ISNU Teachers

passes that I do not see teachers who are as excited and
enthusiastic about their work as they were during their first
week-in some cases-many years ago. These are the
teachers whose educational philosophy includes the teaching
of p11pi'1 as well as the increasing factual knowledge. On
the other hand, I also see teache rs who exempl ify '"death
at 25, interment at 70," whose chief objective in teaching
is peddling of subject matter. This group generally fails
to look much beyond t he mont hly check- thus, fails
to prepare pupils, either economically or socially, to become
useful citizens in a democratic society. Just how long a
teacher lives in the lives of his students is dependent to a
large degree upon the way he has increased their social
usefulness, through adding to their cultural background as
well as specific training.

My first two years of training, secured at Illinois State
Normal Unjversity, I honestly believe, helped me more in
traveling a.long the road than any formal t raining I have had
since. I attended several fine schools after leaving ISNU; Bright Euture for Business Teacher
but it was under the leadership and careful guidance of the
skilled and understanding instructors of ISNU that I beBut what is the standing of the business teacher in the
came aware that teachi ng was truly a challenging career, high school today? How does being a business teacher
differ from being a teacher of another subject? And would
one that was alive, one in which I wanted an active part.
At the time of my attendance, the first two years of I recommend business education as a career for young men
the commercial curriculum at ISNU were planned primarily and women?
for the development and teaching of the basic skillsFor a long time, the business teacher has been envied
shorthand, typewriting, and bookkeeping. However, the because he could point with pride to numerous successful
instructors were fully aware that the U niversity's objective businessmen and women who had their initial and only
was to train prospective teachers; and they daily exemplilied business training in high school-even the low !Q's who
the principle of using subject matter as a tool to teach were literally "dumped'" into the business department as a
teachers-to-be a sense of values, respect for authority, re- last hope.
sponsibility to the child, the parent, the community, the
Business education has from its very inception taken
state, and the nation. Their example, their love for their cognizance of the necessity for everyone's earning a living
work, and their enthusiasm in doing their job well were . and is very proud of its record in meeting this need for the
contagious, and the germs have spread. It is very fortunate thousands of graduates who receive no formal education
that many of these teachers arc still members of the present beyond the 12th grade. However, so long as the chief, and
ISNU faculty, giving unselfishly of their lifework to t he sometimes only, objective of business education was vocapresent student body.
tional, the business teacher was not accorded the same respect as the teacher of the so-called cultural and collegepreparatory courses. During the last two decades, however,
Challenge of Business Education
that picture has changed.
Years of experience have still further revealed the
Business educators, through research, follow-up studies,
tremendous challenge offered by business education . Every- and personal associations with business, have known for
day, this field, in stead of general theory only, offers oppor- many years of the value of the personal powers of each
tunities for study and exploration beyond the textbook, for individual in relation to his environment and fellow memdiscussion of controve rsial subjects, for presentation of var• bers of · society. Knowing this, they have attacked the
ious opinions, and for practical approaches to solving every- problem of developing the individual personal qualities of
day problems in preparation for meeting the more demand- their pupils as well as their understand ings in human relaing problems of tomorrow. T he skills of shorthand, keeping tions and civic responsibilities- in addition to training
records, and operating machines are by no means neglected them in specific skills. In doi ng so, they, therefore, also
-,they can not be; but modern methodology provides for the have been equally instrumental with teachers of other subcoordination of skill development and the growth of proper jects in inculcating and fostering American democratic
attitudes, ideals, and understandings to help the youth take ideals. Gradual recognition of present-day objectives and
his place as a useful citizen in a free society. Hardly a day of the contributions of business education in meeting the
FEBRUARY,
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general aims of education has eventually elevated the prestige of the business department to its rightful place in the
teaching profession- second to none.
Moreover, this recognition of the business department
and teacher does not end with the high school or local community. More colleges are beginning to accept for admission high school credits earned in business courses. Several
outstanding colleges have inaugurated business departments
during the last 10 years. And with the growing importance
of the junior college in our society, several states are now

granting junior college chacters to outstanding qualified
business schools. All in all, it seems that the business
teacher of today holds an enviable position- with all signs
pointing to a bright future.
In the past few years, teacher salary sd1edules have
become more nearly equalized to those of business, using
working months as a basis of comparison. However, for
the .teacher, there is the absence of the pay check during
summer vacations which must be reckoned with.
The business education teacher, however, is one who
can earn and learn during his period of unemployment as

a teacher. In recent years, both large and small concerns

great as those for any other teacher. However, the job as
a classroom teacher is not to be belittled. Most administrators whose duties prevent their doing classroom teach ing

frankly admit that they have lost something that makes
teaching one of the greatest and most distinguished of all
professions. Howeve r, to the young man or woman who
aspi.rcs to assume administrative duties, advancement from

the classroom is dependent upon the requisites of any profession in which promotion is sought: preparation, pe rsonal
qualities, and work- more work- and then more work. As
is true of all professions though, there arc instances in
which politics plays its part in advancement, but such a

mode of progress is really insignificant in an overall picture.

A Career for Young People
Would I recommend business education as a career
for a young man or ·woman?

Yes, if he or she:
Is interested in teaching as a career.
Possesses a wholesome personality, physical vital-

have been supplementing their office staffs with business

ity, and moral discrimination.

teachers, during summer months. Employers have generally
found business teachers highly desirable as temporary employees- both in work produced and in suggestions offered
- because of their high degree of skill, their adaptability

Enjoys business courses.
Recognizes that teaching involves pupils,-not subject matter alone.
Is willing to supplement his formal training with

to their environment and work, and their desire to add to

work experience during summer vacations.

their occupational intelligence. Part-time employment naturally strengthens the teacher's pocketbook; but, more
important, the opportunity to put into practice and to test
what i.s found in the textbooks provides a storehouse of
teaching material from which the progressive teacher may
freely draw to enrich the organization and presentation of
his course. Regardless of the experience, be it as book-

Is willing to put in many hours of research and
study outside the classroom to make his courses
live.
Is willing to concede that developing a skill is
not an end in itself, but a means to an e nd.

tive guidance are of inestimable value. Such strong em-

Is willing to accept the monthly pay check as
only partial payment for services rendered.
Is willing to partake actively in professional improvement and growth through advanced study
and participation in professionaJ organizations.
ls willing to evaluate professional literature in

phases are now being put on work experience as a prerequisite to effective classroom teaching of business courses

Understands that classroom teaching in itself

that several universities and colleges now provide supervised
summer employment for business teachers-with pay-and
give credit toward advanced degrees.
Promotional possibilities as a business teacher are as

Understands that abi lity, competence, and professional growth are more responsible than politics

keeper, stenographer, typist, clerk, machine operator, or

salesclerk, the rewards of the teacher obtained through
better .teaching, more intelligent counseling, and more effec.

terms of what is being done in his own work.
makes an immeasurable contribution to society.

for advancement.

W hat criteria will help a high school student in determining
whether or not he should choose business education as a career?
This -alumnus lists a number of points he believes to be of value. His
interest has led a number of students to enter ISNU.
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The Art Department Progresses
by F. Louis Hoover

A DDITIONS to the staff, purdiase of new equipment,

extensive broadening of the curriculum, and the cre-

ation of a graduate program have all occurred in the Art
Department of Illinois State Normal University during the
past five years. These developments have been accompanied
by an increase of several hundred percent in the number
of students choosing to prepare themselves as teachers of
art. The continuing demand all over the nation for wellprepared art teachers has encouraged high school art students to look to the teaching profession as a means of
using their creative talents and at the same time assuring
themselves of a reliable source of steady income for life.
And more and more, throughout Central Illinois, high
school students have been looking to the ISNU Art D epartment as the one state-supported department of art concerned solely with the preparation of teachers.
The growth and development of the JSNU Art Department have been characterized by a somewhat slow, but
steady progress. Since its early days under the guidance
of Clara E. Ela, the department has continued to turn out
teachers of art who have carved careers for themselves in
almost every section of the country. Occasionally, over the

years, magazine articles and news accounts have kept alumni
and the public informed of departmental progress. It is
perhaps t11nely, then, that as we begin a new half-century
we present a report to the alumni of the University- and
others who are interested-on the more recent developments
within the Art Department.

About the Staff
Today our department maintains eight full-time staff
members. Of these, four have the doctorate degree, and
th ree members each have at ]east a year's work beyond the
master's. Because advanced degrees in art sometimes suggest a certain narrowness of studies and interests and a tend-

ency to bypass the more practical aspects of teacher preparation, it might be well to mention the fact that within the
past year, six of our eight staff members as a regular part of
their teaching load have each taught at least two grades at
the elementary or secondary level. This teaching plan is
in keeping with the general philosophy of the department

sufficiently skilled in several of the art areas due to the
low minimum semester hour requirement. This situation
was corrected, to a large extent, when the mi.nimum semester hour requirement in art was raised to 50, with the

recommendation that emphasis be placed upon the word

minimum. This increase has, indeed, made it possible to
broaden the art curriculum to the point where today ,the
art student receives a well-rounded program of subject
matter and skills as well as an understanding of their use
at various grade levels.

A Graduate Program
Last summer the Art Department embarked upon a
graduate program leading toward the degree of Master of
Science in Education. We hope that this new program will
be of real service to the art teaching profession in the
Middle \Vest. It has been built around four major areas in
which students may take courses: art education, art pro-

cesses and techniques, history of art, theory and analysis. A
thesis or research project is required of each candidate for
graduation. It is assumed that most students will be interested in creative projects accompanied by detailed descriptions of processes and methods employed. For example, a
graduate student in the Art Department is at present work-

ing upon such a thesis project. His problem is to produce
a series of Kodachrome slides, with accompanying explanatory text, which will serve as visua l aids for classroom
teachers (not special art teachers) to show how the mural
may

be used as a cooperative venture at various grade levels

in the elementary school. This very practical project will
be useful not only to the graduate student himself, but it
will be helpful in the education of elementary classroom
teachers who very much need such visual aids in their
limited art experiences.
When considering the very practical side of obtaining
master's degrees~ that of increasing yearly salaries- art

that a practical teacher education program of art requires
instructors who maintain contact with young people, rather

than instructors who merely teach theory from books or
rely upon experience of many years ago. Jn other words,

members of the art staff at ISNU make every effort not only
to keep up with educational theory but, through experimentat ion in the classroom, to put this theory into practice
for the benefit of their own teacher education courses and

that of the prospective teachers who may be observing their
work.

Minimum Requirements
Several years ago the art staff met to discuss the need
of increasing the minimum number of semester hours of

art required of students choosing art as a first teaching field.
While the group believed firmly that general education was
of prime importance in the preparation of a teacher who,

first of all, was teaching children rather than subject matter,
it was generally agreed that our students were not becoming
fEORUARY,
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D r. E Louis Hoover, head of the Department o f Arr, at work
in his office, rccend)• refurnished and decorated.
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teachers in Illinois are encouraged to inquire into this graduate program. A few summers' work could mean a substantial financial increment.

Lack of Space
Our Art Department to date has grown more in the
acquisition of equipment than space. The space problem,
which is the problem in so many institutions, is one of our
biggest problems at the present time; but we have hopes
of alleviating the condition within a very few years. Our
greatest needs are for a larger crafts workshop and lecture
room, in addition to another design studio. The painting
studio, the sculpture and ceramics areas function quite
adequately. In the craft workshop, however, equipment
and student work are literally hung from the cei ling. But
we would rather use the ceiling than do without our large
floor and table looms ; the new electric drill press; the
lathe; the jig, band; and circular saws. Mr. Barford's
floating, mobile sculptures do offer something of a problem; and the problem is never entirely solved; but we like
to see those sculptures floating around ! Our two new electric kilns, one large and one small, have greatly supplemented Old Vesuvius, the gas-fired giant, which we still
depend upon occasionally for quantity fi ring. The small
electric kiln is kept hot most of the time, between firing
ceramic jewely and enameling on copper and silver.
A lighted case outside the art office, as well as other
exhibit cases on the covered bridge between Old Main and
the Industrial Arts Building, displays student work in all
areas from jewelry and puppetry to painting and sculpture.
Recently erected student lockers just outside the studios have
greatly relieved the problem of student materials. The
newly decorated art office and reception room, , featuring

furnishings by Charles Eames and Noguchi and a handsome watercolor by George Grosz from his satirical period
of the l 920's, provide a cheerful g reeting to our young
art-teachers-to-be.

Social life around the department varies in kind. Informal coffee hours are sponsored by the art staff every
few weeks. Occasional exhibits in the Milner Art Gallery
bring the art-minded citizenry of the community to the
campus. The lavish Beaux Arts Ball sponsored annually by
the Art Club brings out the glamorous side of the students
and faculty. Incidentally, the Art Club, through its annual
sale of handmade Christmas cards, is setting up an art
scholarship which will be awarded annually.
Yes, the ISNU Art Department is continuing to grow
and to expand its activities in various directions. lts staff
is eager to contribute in any way possible to the further
development of art education in the State of Illinois. The
department is very much aware, however, that a program of
art education in the schools of Illinois can be only so good
as the teachers who are putting on the program. With
schools constantly seeki.ng teachers of art, and with far too
few graduates to fill the positions open, it becomes the duty
of every person seriously interested in public education to
encourage young people with intelligence, art ta/mt, and
personality to enter the art teaching field. High schools
without special art instructors or instruction present a particular challenge to us, since seldom are there people to
actively encourage the art-minded students to enter the art
teach.ing profession-even though he has not had the
opportunity of taking art during his high school career.
Here we need guidance on the part of teachers and administrators-guidance in an area in which the teacher or
administrator may be quite uninformed. But at least it
can be suggested that the student write the art departments
of various institutions of higher learning where he can
obtain such guidance.
Only when we are able to provide a broad program of
art experiences for alJ youth in our public schools can we
say of our job, "Well done." The Art D epartment of Illinois State Normal University shall continue to work toward
this goal.

Fred Metzke, an ISNU g raduate student in arc, prepan~s for a o ne-man show by looking over a group of his paint ings with the
graduate arr facuhy. Leh to right: Dr. George Conrad, Mr. Meczke, Or. Gladys L. Bartle, Or. Hoover, Dr. Marion G. Miller.
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VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
Moves Ahead!
by Milton R. Dunk, '36

JUDGING LAMBS at a junior fat lamb show is Mr. Dunk,

the author of chis article.

OCATIONAL agriculture is on the mard1 again. During

V the war years there was a reduction in the number
of vo-ag teachers in the United States from approximately
9,000 to 6,500.
There was a time when the shortage of teachers was
the number one problem in the vo-ag field. Times have
changed and so have the problems of vocational agriculture.

Expansion of Vocational Agriculture
Let's take a look at the growth of vocational agriculture
in Illinois. Back in 1918 when vo-ag first started, there
were only 21 high schools teaching vocational agriculture.
This number increased rather steadily to a high point of
414 departments in 1941-42. As a result of teacher losses
during the war years, a low of 336 departments was reached
in 1944-45. Since then business has picked up. This year
there is an all time high of 489 vo-ag departments. Illinois
now ranks second in the nation in the number of vo-ag

teachers. In the national picture, the number of vo-ag
teachers is bulging over the 9,000 mark. In other words,
we are back to and above the pre-war level.

What are the chances for increasing the number of
vocational agriculture teachers? With adequate federal
funds available, there could be at least 12,000 to 15,000
vo-ag departments within the next LO years. While there is
a limit to the number of departments, there are several different avenues for making use of vo-ag teachers. Instead of
rnlving one teacher each, many schools will have several
teachers apiece-one for regular classrOOO) work, one for
conducting young farmer programs, and one for adult
farmer education.
This year in Illinois there is a pretty good balance as
to supply and demand for qualified vo-ag teachers. When
the stock pile of vo-ag teachers grows, there will still be a
FEBRUARY,
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demand for good teachers. There is plenly of "dead timber"
in the ranks. Needless to say, the poorer teachers will be
weeded out, as a result of competition.
How much money do vo-ag teachers make? Today,
starting teachers are getting $3,600 per year. By way of
comparison, J started teaching vocational ag riculture in 1936
at the handsome salary of Sl,500. Top salaries in Ill;nois
hover close to $5,700, with an average salary last year of
$3,850. The average vo-ag salary for 1949- 1950 will be
higher. Supervisors would like to see a greater spread in
salaries paid to good, experienced teachers and men going
out on their first jobs. With a good supply of available
teachers, everything points to a wider spread in salaries.
Many teachers receive travel pay and additional money for
conducting adult farmer classes and institutional-on-farm
training classes.
Not only have the vo-ag departments increased and
salaries improved, but the entire vo-ag program has
expanded.
No longer do students of vocational agriculture think
in terms of a one-pig or one-calf project. Today, it's a
supervised farming program involving many head of livestock and sizeable acreage of crops.
The teacher has become a community worker as well
as a classroom teacher. Adult farmer and young farmer
programs have become an important phase of vo-ag work.
The vo-ag classroom has been taken out of the basement
of the high school and placed in equal importance with
other vocational courses. In many communities, a separate
building is provided for vocational agriculture. These
buildings usually include the following: classroom, farm
shop, teacher's office, laboratory, lockers, and heating facilities.

Every alumnus has his own reasons
for pride in his profession. Here
an ISNU agricufoure graduate describes progress in the vocational
agriculture field. Now an editor
of a farm magazine, he taught for
a number of years.
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About ISNU Agriculture Graduates
Just what do good vo-ag instructors do? you ask.
Let me tell you about some of them. They are friends that
you may already know.
Remember Melvin J. Nicol' Melvin and his twin
brother Marvin were fleet-footed members of the ISNU
track team back in 1932-33. Marvin taught vo-ag for a
number of years and is now with the Illinois Chain Store
Council in Chicago.
Melvin was graduated from ISNU in 1933 and received his master's degree from Iowa State College in
1943. He has been teaching at Maroa for the past 12 years.
His FFA chapter won the sectional activities contest in 1947
and again in 1949. Livestock raised under his supervis.ion
have topped the secti.o n in fai r winnings in at least eight
out of the last 10 years. In addition to his all-day classes,
he is conducting classes for adult farmers and G. I. veterans.
He plans to get underway with young farmer classes before
long.
Robert Maurer, another classmate of mine, was graduated from ISNU in 1937 and has never taught more than
35 miles from Normal. Bob has been at Fairbury for the
past seven years. He was reluctant to tell me any of his
accomplishments. He did say, however, ··1 happened to
be elected to the directorship .o f the Illinois Vocational
Agriculture Teachers Association a few years back." What

he wouldn't say is that his FFA won a gold emblem in the
national FFA chapter contest the past two years. I happen
to know that Bob received an honorary State Farmer degree
and an honoraty American Farmer degree for this fine
achievement. for the past two years, his Future farmers
have won the county contour staking contest, sectional soil
conservation award, sectional chapter activity contest, sec~
tional public speaking contest ( five times in last six years),
and had a parliamentary procedure team i11 the finals of the
state contest.

Robert J. Walker, my buddy when I attended ISNU,
has been working every angle in vo-ag work for the past
13 years at Chenoa. Bob was graduated from !SNU in 1937
and completed work for his master's degree from the University of Illinois in 1941. His FFA chapter was the first
Illinois FFA to win a gold emblem in the national FFA
chapter contest. What's more, his chapter captured a gold
emblem four years in a row. Bob is teaching three all-day
classes, a young farmer class with 20 enrolled, and an
adult farmer class with an enrollment of 49. Two G. I.
veteran classes a.re under his supervision. He is a co-operating tcaclier for training University of Illinois student teachers in vocational education. Bob uses the problem-solving
method based on the needs of farmers and farm boys as
an approach to teaching vo-ag.
There will always be plenty of opportunities in vocational ag riculture because there is no substitute for a man

of good personality, training, and experience.

AGRICULTIJRE INSTRUCTORS FROM ISNU assist high school ag students. To r.hc left, Mel vin J. Nicol, '33, of Maroa,
demonstrates proper carburetion checking for correct Aoat level to a group from the Maroa FFA chaj>ter. Right, Robert J.
Walker, '37, of Chenoa, assists a vo-ag student in welding trailer frame.
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Research Committee
Has

Only Begun

by Stanley S. Marzolf

"J pression
don't know anything about it but- " is a common exheard whenever any topic is up for discussion.
It is all too common in discussions of educational policy.
Strangely enough, we may feel that it is absolutely necessary
to know something about biological material or physical or
chemical phenomena; but when it comes to the problems of
education, it is much easier to tell how we think it o ug ht to
be on the basis of partial knowledge than it is to go ahead
and find out what the facts really are. Research is a process
for " knowing something about it."

Teacher Education Needs Research
It is sometimes held that a teacher education institution
should not devote much time to research activities. Its main
fu nction is the preparation of teachers and, therefore, the
staff's time should not be devoted to research. There are
two kinds of things, however, that teacher education requires know ledge about. The first of these is fundamenta l
know ledge about human behavior, such as psychological
research yields. The other is knowledge about the procedures of teacher education itself. There may be arguments
on both sides of the question whether the first kind of research should be done in a teache rs college, but it seems
incomprehensible that neccesity for the second kind of
research should be debatable. Industry has recognized the
need for checking upon the procedures it uses in the manufacture of its product. The industrial organization which
does not carry on production control research is soon lost
in the scramble for markets. In industry investigation into
problems of human behavior, the st9dy of problems of the
worker is rapidly becoming quite extensive. Manufacturers
have come to realize that unless they know how effective
their methods are they cannot produce efficiently.
T eacher education is for the purpose of producing
teachers. Unless we know whethe r the procedures we are
using are the best that can be achieved, we are not likely to
improve our processes. Unless we know where ou r weaknesses are, we a re not very likely to do anything about them.
Many of the problems which we encounter ;n teacher education a re very subtle ones and difficult to discover. Once

Does a teachers college need

to

discovered, the origin of the problem and the procedures
needed for solving it a re also sometimes quite obscure. On
the other hand, there are many kinds of things which can
be learned quite easily and which can be corrected quite
easily once they arc d iscovered. Production control, both as
to quality and perhaps quantity, is a matter which must always be of concern to a teacher education institution.
There are any number of specific problems which every
collegiate institution needs to be concerned with. We need
to know more about the factors which make for college
success and which make for failure in college. W e need to
have the facts on hand as to the variation in the background
and preparation .of the students who enroll. We need to
make a study of the effectiveness of teaching methods
which we use. It is a truism in education that the learner
cannot work efficiently when his personal problems are
interposed. W e need more information about the problems
of students and the difficulties which they encounte r. Once
these facts are on hand, we need to carry on research which
will determine the best methods of solving the problems
discove red.
O ne of the biggest problems which teacher education
must face is the fitness of students who enter into the very
important role of the teacher in the community. Mental
health is coming to be recognized as one of the major factors
making for success on the job. A school made up of mentally unhealthy teachers is going to produce mentally unhealthy graduates. The re is evidence for this statement in
educational and psychological literature.
The many faculty comm ittees at Illinois State Normal
Unive rsity are tackling these problems. It is the function
of the Research Committee to faci litate the work of these
committees and also to stimulate research activities on the
part of individuals and departments.

Research Committee Has Only Begun
T o date, the Research Committee has only begun to
tackle the problems which are before us. We have been
working with a number of departments concerning their
special problems. W e have administered a variety of tests

carry on research? Why should

Illinois State Normal University need educational research? The
psychology professor who heads research carried on by the University discusses reasons for this as well as the type done.
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DISTRIBUTIONS OF FRESHMEN TEST SCORES iv!ADE J3Y ISNU FRESHM EN WHOSE TOTAL
SCORES ON T HE AMEl<ICAN COUNCIL PSYCHOLOG"/CAL EXAMINATION PLACED THEM IN

I

THE TOP 10 PERCENT OF COLLEGE FRESHMEN

Ccntilc

Reading
Quantitative Linguistic Vocabulary
Speed

90-99
80-89
70-79
60-69
50-59
40-49
30-39
20-29
10-19
0- 9

52
13
17
4
4
0
0
0
0

71
17
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total•

91

91

I

*Not all students took ,tll

22
16
17
12
10
7
3
1
2
0
90
tCSIS;

14
24

Level

Sotial Studies English

16
22

20
10

12
17
16
15
11

9

l

2
2
l
0

2
5
3
0

0

s

I

0
0

3
0

90

90

91

9

s

36
15
22
10
6

9
16
6
8

89

the sums therefore differ.

The accompanying table shows some preliminary results of a study now in progress to determine t he general char•
acteristics of superior ISNU freshmen. T he total score on the Psychological Examination is based on t wo parts, the
Quantilati,,e and the Linguislic tc::its shown in the table. l t is clear that while most of the entering freshmen who are
at the top in a comb ination of qu,rntitative and l inguistic abilities are also near the top on othe r tests, there arc
some notable <:xcC"pt ions. F,ir too many of the students have limited vocabularies and read slowly, or at a low level,
i.e. with poor comprehension. A f<:w :ire vcq' poor in English. Only two arc below average o n the social st ud ies tests.
Unless those who score low in rcadin~ ;ire ~iv<:n help early, they will not make the most of their :1bility in college.
Other characteristics of these superior st uclcnb arc also under study.

.J
other than t hose included in the regt1l.1r freshman testing
program. We have analyzed the resu lts of these tests and
the freshmen tests for particular purposes for particular
departments.
W e have made and are continuing to make Stl1dies of
the results of the K11der Preference n erord. It has been
shown that there are marked differences in the interest patterns of students choosing various curricula offered by the
school. There is evidence also that students who get into
curricula which their interest patterns do not indicate as
desirable soon become d issatisfied and either drop out of
school or change their curricula. The re are many other
aspects of the problem of interest that need to be studied.
This year for the first time we have undertaken to
measure certain aspects of personality adjustment. Large
numbers of en tering freshmen were given the 111e111a/
Hea/Jh Ana/)'JiJ. This was done at the request of departments and over half of the freshmen have fitted out the
inventory at this t;me. It is our intention to follow up the
administration of this inventory and see what correspondence between performance on it and later success we can
discover. W e have already found evidence to indicate that
it does pick out quite readily the severely maladjusted
studen ts.
At the request of the Committee on Student Teaching,
the Research Committee has admin;stered the 1"11/1iphasit
Peno11a/i1y I ,wen/Qt)' to a large number of juniors. A
surprising number of juniors showed rather marked mal16

adjustment. The great majority, however, showed no maladjustment. It is our intention to follow up t he administration of this test to discover how e ffective t he test could
become in screening out those who should not enter into
student teaching.

Mechanical Devices Help
W e are at present making use of an electrical scoring
machine which facilitates the administration of tests. It is
hoped that we will have in the future electrically operated
tabulating equipment which wi II enable us to organize data
from a variety of sources, much of which is already on hand
but of little use because of its inaccessibility. These mechanical contrivances should be b roug ht into use in the field of
education.
The military services of t he count ry make use of expensive and extremely complex computing machines to
discover the best possible way to kill people in the shortest
possible time. Education has not yet been able to get any
kind of money to utilize such methods in the study of
complex educational problems. Part of the reason that this
money has not been forthcoming lies in t he fact that there
are too many educators who yet do not sec t he need for
getting the facts. It is our hope here that we can stimulate
an inquiring attitude o n the part of all educators, those in
teacher education institutions and teachers and administrators in t he public schoo ls. Only when we know the facts
are we in a position to discuss further steps.
THE A L UMNI QUARTERLY

Around the Clock
At Normal

accept his appointment, Dr. Browne was granted a sevenmonth leave from the University which began February I.
The commission is made up of the state superintendent of

public instruction, the director .o f finance, three state senators three state representatives, and five public members.
It ,~ill study state aid for transportation of pupils, organization of junior colleges and nursery schools, possible

reorganization of school districts, and possible consolida•
tion of various tax levies.

* * *

1950 Summer Program
Two hundred ninety-six different graduate and underg raduate courses will be offered by 17 ISNU departments

this summer. following is a schedule of the vanous workshops, clinics, and registration dates for the two summer
sessions :
June 12-16 Conservation Clinic
June 13-15 Athletic Coaching School
June 19 Registration for Eight-Week Session
June 24 Registration for Three-Week Session
July 4 Independence Day Holiday
July 14 Three-Week Session Ends
July 17-21 Basic Reading Clinic
..
July 18-20 Educational Conference and Exlub,t
July 24-28 Advanced Reading Clinic
July 24-28 Rural Education Clinic (Art)
July 31-August 4 Special Education Conforence . .
July 31-August 4 Parent Teacher Assoc,at,on Clinic
July 31-August 4 Rural Education Clinic (Advanced
Art)
August 7- 11 Rural Education Clinic
( Physical
Education)
August 7- 11 Rural Education Clinic ( Music)
August 11 Eight-Week Session Ends
Aug ust l l Summer Commencement

Faculty Activities
Dr. R ichard G. Browne has been appointed research
director of the new State School Problems Commission
c reated by the 66th General Assembly. To enable h im to
FEBRUARY, 1950

Dr. Lewis Toll recently was elected a member of the
executive board of the college department of the National

Business Teachers Association. He also was chosen to be
editor of .the teaching aids section of t he U11ited B111i11ess
Ed11catio11 Fomm, the monthly magazine of the United
Business Education Association. H e had previously served
in the capacity of associat; edtto\
Dr. Rose E . Parker attended a con ference called by
the U. S. Office of Education in Washington the first week
in January. Forty educators from all over the United States
attended the meetings, which were called for the purpose
o f considering problems concerning the education of exceptional children.

* * *

The American Speech and H ea ring Association has
advised Dr. Fred S. Sorrenson t hat his membership has been

advanced from clinical to professional in that association.
Dr. Sorrenson spent two years at Northwestern University
in preparation for this professional membership.

* * *

Dr. M arie Dirks attended the American Vocational

Association convention in Atlantic City in December. She
is president of the lllinois Vocational Association _this ye~r.

The association includes agnculturc, business, industrial
arts, and home economics organizations. Dr. Dirks reprc•
scnted the home economics division of the state association
at Atlantic City.

*

*

Dr. F. L. D. H olmes participated in a panel discussion
at the 34th annual convention of the Speech Association .o f
America held in Chicago the latter part of D ecember.
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Two members of the mathematics department, Dr. C.
T. McCormick and Dr. T. E. Rine, went to Wichita, Kans.,
in December, where they we,e speakers on the program of
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Dr.
Rine's subject was "Unifying the Teaching of T rigonometry
in the Secondary School,.. and D r. McCormick's address
was entitled "The Teaching of Functional Relations."

* * *

T he appointment of Miss Sadie 13. Udstuen as in•
structor in education and supervising teacher in the 7th
grade of Thomas Metcalf Elementary School was announ(ed
in January. Miss Udstuen came to Normal from Elgin State
Hospital, where she had been doing work in clinical psychology.

Forensic Group Active
Students in forensic activities, under the direction of
D r. Ralph A. Micken, have been engaged in a series of
debate tournaments. In December JSNU was represented
at an invitational debate tournament at Knox College in
Galesburg. Some 400 students from colleges and universities in eight states were entered in the 18th annual in•
vitational debate tournament held on campus January 13
and 14. ln addition to Illinois, the following states were
represented : Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
Ohio, and Wisconsin. During the month of February,
debate teams are scheduled to go to Eastern Illinois State
College and N o rthwestern University. T hree representatives
of the forensic group also are expected to go to Denver,
Colo., to participate in an experimental discussion progres•
sion at Denver University.

Administrative Round-Up
ISNU was host to approximately 250 educators at the

Placement of ISNU Graduates
T he annual report of the University Bureau of Ap·
pointments, released in December, shows that JSNU had
3,000 requests for teachers in 1949. Graduates obtained
teaching positions in 20 states and Alaska, as well as 63
counties in Illinois. Only 8 percent accepted appointments
out of state. The repoct states that the dire need for ele•
mentary teachecs continues and will probably grow worse
the next few years. Of the 397 graduates from the University last yea r, only 71 had specialized in elementary
education and 32 of these who completed their work already
had been teaching and were unavailable foe placement in
new positions.
One of the top salaries paid a beginner during 1949
went to a man who signed up as an elementary school
principal for S3,500. 'rhe average salary for beginning
elementary teachers was $2,527, compared with $2,723 for
beginning high school teachers.

Vidette Rated High
The Videlle, ISNU student newspaper, received first
place rating as an all-around college weekly by the Illinois
Collegiate Press Association. The award was given in comJ?Ctition with papers published by 22 col leges in Illinois
with four-year programs that have enrollments of more than
1,000 students each. Thomas Gumbrell, William Schultz,
and Preston Hott were editors of the paper during the
period for which the paper was judged. Other awards
given ISNU included a first place for the best feature story
by Miss Frances Coan, first place for the best sports story
by Gene Wendland, and a first place for the best advertising layout by Harold Dickey. T he JSNU publication
received more firsts than any other single paper in its
classification.

I 7th annual Administrative Round-Up December 3. Theme

of the conference was the improvement of the preparation
of teachers. Prof. Floyd T. Goodier opened the conference.
Teachers who know more about human and public relations,
who have had practical experiences as student teachers in
democratic school systems are wanted by school administrators, the discussions brought out. All teachers should
be teachers of reading and have an understanding of child
development, the administrators said.
President John R. Emens, of Dall State Teachers College, Muncie, Ind., the Juncheon speaker, discussed mounting birth rates and the shortage of elementary teachers.
Introducing the luncheon program, President R. W . Fairchild reported the Round-Up attendance as the largest since
the inauguration of such conferences in 1933. Dr. J. W .
C:urington was general chairman of arrangements.

Religious Conference
Twelve religious leaders from all faiths took part in
the Third Annual Conference on Re ligion and Life held on
campus December 4-8. Arranged by a committee of 100
students and faculty members, the conference had as its
theme, "Religion for Abundant Living." Seminars, class
discussions, assemblies, and breakfast meetings were scheduled throughout the week, enabling everyone on campus to
attend. Bloomington and N ormal churches were hosts to
the various speakers, and union services were held in
Capen Auditorium.
FEBRUARY, 1950

Geography Trippers' Reunion
The 14th annual reunion of the ISNU Geography
Trippers' Club was held in Chicago Februa.ry I I and 12.
The 91 members attending were entertained at the dinner
meeting on Saturday night by Miss Edna M. G ueffroy, who
described her trip to New Zealand. A luncheon at the
Marshall Field restaurant on Saturday and one on Sunday
at Ricketfs were also highlights of the reunion.

Founders' Day Dinner
ISNU celebrated its 93rd anniversary February 9. T he
annual Founders' Day dinner, arranged by the McLean
County ISNU Club, was held at Fell H all. T he program
featured entertainment by ISNU students, with a short talk
by President R. W . Fairchild . Dean Arthur H. Larsen was
toastmaster. Approximately 150 ISNU alumni and th~ir
guests attended. New officers elected for the coming year
are Elwood Wheeler, president; James DePew, first vicepresident; Miss Bernadine Ayers, second vice-president;
Mrs. Carl Loeseke, secretary; John McGinnis, treasurer;
representatives- Miss Mary Etta Edwards, LeRoy; Mrs.
Claude Kinsella, Lexington; James McGregor, Bellflower;
Mrs. Myrna Harms, Stanford; Harold DcWees, Colfax;
and Leslie Murray, Gridley.
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Smith-Hughes Committee
A special agriculture committee, headed by Dr. ). R.
H olbert of Funk Brothers Seed Company, Bloomington,
will determine whether ISNU graduates qualify as vocational teachers under the Smith-Hughes agricultural p rogram. Members of the committee are representatives of the
Illinois Agricultural Association, the Illinois Grange, the
Il linois Vocational Association, the University of Illinois,
M ichigan State College, and Purdue University.
The first of a series of meetings to study the situation
was held in December. Following a luncheon in Fell Hall,
the group made an inspection tour of the University farm,
library, and other parts of the campus dealing with the

agricultural department. After the comrnittec has made its
investigation, it will submit a report to the Illinois Vocational Board concern;ng the qualification of the University's
agriculture department for the training of vocational agriculture teachers.

It was announced in May of t949 by Vernon L.
Nickell, state superintendent of public instruction, that
ISNU was not approved under the Smith-H ughes program
and that its graduates were not eligible for employment
under the federal government.

Gailey Eye Foundation Award
The Watson Gailey Eye Foundation of Bloomington,
a non-profit corporation, will pay the fees of two students
annually for a regular school year. To be selected by the
Student Financial Aid Committee at ISNU, the students
receiving the awards must d isplay aptitude and ability in
teaching persons with defective vision, and they must intend
to specialize in that type of teaching. rirst to receive an
award is Miss Virginia Ely of Villa Grove, a junior in the

special edu~ation department. The other student will be
selected this semester.

Men's Glee Club Spring Tour
Final arrangements have been completed for the spring
tour made annually by the University Men's G lee Club.
Concerts have been scheduled in 11 different towns in
Southern Il linois. The group will leave Normal Monday,
April 3, and return to the campus Wednesday evening,
April :;, The planned itinerary includes concerts in Litchfield, Livingston, Alton, Wood River, Roxana, Edwardsville,
Granite City, East St. Louis, Collinsville, Belleville, and
Dupo.

Symphony Orchestra Concerts
Under the direction of I rwin Spector, the ISNU Symphony Orchestra will present concerts at high school assemblies in Pontiac and Dwight on March 8 and in Farmer
City, Clinton, and Paxton High Schools on Ma rch 16.

Holbert Medal W inner
Ollie Butler Myers, ISNU sophomore, recently was the
reci pient of the Holbert medal presented annua lly by Dr.
J. R. Holbert of l'unk Brothers Seed Company. Under the
sponsorship of the Alpha Tau Alpha fraternity at ISNU,
the 17th annual Holbert banquet was held at the Illinois
Wesleyan Memorial Center January 9. The medal honors
the ISNU student most proficient in studies of field crops
each year.
Dr. W. L. Burlison, head of the agronomy department
of the University of Illinois College of Agrciulture, was
the speaker. With the e xception of the war years, the
medal has been presented each year since 1928.

TH E M'CLEAN COU1 TY ISNU CLU B arranged the l'ounders' D ay dinner on February 9 wbid1 drew this crowd to the
Fell Hall drawing room. It marked the 93rd birthday of IS NU.
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IS NU GOES

ON THE AIR
o ve r

*

W JBC
(1230 Kilocycles)

From the Tower Studio in Cook Hall, hear:

Camp11s J\reu,J,
every school day at 4 : 10 P.M.

nadio iw·orkshop,
every Monday at 4: 30 P.M.
Time to Listen,
every Wednesday at 4 : 30 P.M.

The T ower Talks!
every Friday at 4 : 30 P.M.
Music,
30.minute evening program each month

RED BIRD SPORTS . . .

the seven or nine team basis in 1950-51, and baseball will

IIAC Enlarged co Seven Members

have al ready planned 1950 football cards, league play in
football is not scheduled until 195 t. During March the
faculty representatives and athletic d irectors of all the col-

A special meeting in Chicago on January 15 resulted
in the addit'on of two Michigan schools to the lllinois
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference. The new membersCent ral Michigan at M t. Pleasant and Michigan Normal at

go on this level in 1951. However, since most of the teams

leges will meet to draw up a new constitution and to decide
upon a new name for the conference. Ray Hanson, director

of athletics at Western State, has been in charge of the
expansion movement.

Ypsilanti- will join the present conference members for

the tennis, golf, track and field meet to be held at lSNU
on May 26 and 27. The two Indiana teachers colleges,
Ball St,te and Indiana State, have also been extended invitations to join the league. If they dec;de to come in,
competition in this new teachers college league would be

keen in all sports.
Conference competition in basketball will start on
FEBRUARY,
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No Basketball Games Cancelled
The last four varsity basketball games were played,
though the dates for these contests came within the "coal
vacation·· (February 10-27) enforced at the four state
teachers colleges by state officials. Many students were
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away from the campus during this time, but Howard J.
Hancock and other athletic officials decided that the games
should not be postponed or cancelled. D uring the first
of these games the Redbirds almost scored an upset over
the Southern Illinois Maroons in a game attended by many
alumni and Bloomington-Normal basketball fans. The
Goffmen fought back from a LO-point deficit at halftime
to lead by six points midway in the second half but were
unable to hold the pace during the Jina! minutes.
The varsity netters have played several good games for
"Pim" Goff, in his first year as head basketball coach,
but they have managed to win only six of the first 20 contests. The best performance of the Redbirds at home came
when Capt. Leon Heinle counted live points in the last
minute of play to give ISNU a 74. 72 victory over the
Northern Jllinois Huskies, in a regular Jllinois Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference game. T he best showings away from
home came at St. Louis, although Washington University
scored a 60-57 victory, and in the 70-57 upset of Wesleyan
in the first game of the season between the twin-city collegiate rivals. The Wesleyan five later came back with a
68-64 win in McCormick Gym to even the count for the
season.
Other home wins were scored over Eureka and the
Duluth Branch of the University of M innesota. O pponents
that won on the McCormick hardwood include Millikin,
M ilwaukee State Teachers, North Central, and Western
State. Shurtleff fell before the Goffmen at Alton; but the
!SNU quintet dropped games away to Oakland City (Ind.) ,
Chanute Field, Southern 111/ nois, Eastern State, Eureka, and
W estern State.

Five Lettermen Play Varsity Ba/1
Coach Golf used several combinations during the
season in an effort to fi nd a quintet which could restore
!SNU to the basketball prestige the Redbirds enjoyed dur•
ing 193 t-4 l. Five lettermen teamed with a promising
group of freshmen and former B squad members to form
the varsity squad of 15 men. The Jive were Capt. Leon
Heinle, Argenta, and Dick Baldrini, H ighwood-starting
guards for most games during the past three seasons-Glen .Honsbruch, high scorer from Peotone; Ron H ughes,
Long Point, and Dean Burridge, Clinton, la. Burridge was
second in the score column with 181 points in 16 games
when he decided to withdra,v at the semester in order to
retain his remaining semester of eligibility for the football
s·~ason. He was named as co-captain of the I 950 football
Redbi rds along with Ralph Lesnick, junior from Berlin,
Wis.
' Others ,~ho held positions on the varsity squad for
t!1e season were Marv Block, Chicago; Frank Chiodo,
Joliet,· and Freshman Center Don Richards, Kankakee.
Several men saw action on both the varsity squad and the
B team during the season. The most promising of this
group were LeRoy Eicken, Bismarck; Bill Reigle, Dixon;
Ellis Austin, Kankakee, and Bob Brenneman> Minier.
Others who played for both squads were H arold Covey,
Clinton; Herb Kaufmann, Buckley; Rex Kinzinger, Minier;
Dick Williams, Joliet; Jim Estergard, Elgin; Bob H olz,
Kankakee; "Red" Nelson, Hoopeston; Del Swearingen,
Mcl ean; John Ortwerth, St. Louis, and John Gallagher,
Kankakee. Bill Raab, Normal, was varsity manager.
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"B" Team Shows Good Record
Coach Ed $truck's B team men won eight of the fi rst
l l games played against leading junior college teams and
B squads from other universities. They came through with
victories .over Millikin's reserves, Lfncol n Junior College.
St. Bede (2), the Beardstown National Guard team (2),
Wesleyan's B team, and the Eastern State reserves. Losses
came at the hands of Joliet Junior College, Wesleyan, and
the Bradley freshmen.
A number of men performed for Coach Struck in
addition to the group already mentioned in relation to
both varsity and B squad duty. They were Don Bornell,
Mundelein; Jim Estergard, Elgin; Bob Kaufman, Chicago;
Norman Keefner and Dave Sponsler, Springfield; Ed Pat•
terson, Quincy; Gerald Sampen, Emden; Don Trimble,
Hoopeston, and Jim Turner, Danville. Two second semester transfers, Eddie Ferree, Chenoa, and Ron Ellis, Amboy,
looked promising in the last three B games.

Redbirds N eed Scoring Punch
Most of the Red and \X'hite difficulty in Illinois Inter•
collegiate Athletic Conference and other top competition
came from a lack of concentrated scoring punch. Only
Honsbruch and Heinle had averaged over JO points per
game at the 18-game mark. Don Richard, only 17 years
old. controlled rebounds as the Redbirds stopped Wesleyan
and marked up 41 points in the first three conference
games, but he was unable to hold this pace later in the
season. The play of Bob Brenneman, sophomore center,
was encouraging in late-season encounters; and Ellis
Austin, a transfer from Murray State in Kentucky, has a
chance of developing into one of the best shots on the
Redbird's 1950-51 edition. Austin can operate at either
guard or forward. Point making for the B team has been
done mostly by Reigle, Austin, Kaufmann, Eicken, and
Nelson.

Wrestlers D efend IIAC Title
T he climax day for Coach Gene Hill's wrestlers comes
March 4. when the second annual IIAC tournament will
be staged in McCormick Gymnasium. All five conference
schools-ISNU, Northern, Eastern, Western, and Southern
- will be represented in this tourney for the first time in
the history of the mat sport.
11,e Redbird grapplers will be pressed to the limit
as they attempt to keep the conference crown won here
last March, particularly since the "coal vacation" during
mid-February cut into the regular schedule of practice.
No meets were affected, however. althou~h the recess from
classes came at the time when Coach Hill's men were to
meet Bradley, Southern, and Western. This break from
the regular routine might prove to be unfortunate for the
Red and White, since Southern, the IIAC team that gave
the Redbirds a scare in the second meet of the season, is
not affected by the two-week recess because the school is
governed by a separate board of control.
After losing the opening match of the season, 9· 17,
to Wheaton, presently the top wrestling team among the
colleges of Jllinois, the Redbird grapplers went on to win
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WREST LING CAPTA IN EMIL MORSCH js about to score a pin over a H uskie opponent from Northern Ill inois as the JSNU
men score another dual victory. Coach Eugene Hill's men a.re defending champions of the JI AC. Swimming: makes nine
sports on tJ1e Redbird sports ca lendar. Here \Xlalt Aussprung (Jeft) , Jol iet, and Lloyd Logan, DanviJle, practice turns during
a regular practice session held at the ISSCS pool.

five consecutive dual meets. These triumphs were scored
over Southern, 19.12; Northern, 22•6; the U niversity o f

Chicago, 18-14; Navy Pier, 34-0, and Eastern State, 26-10.
T he last contest, against Great Lakes at \X'aukegan, ended
in a 14- 14 draw.
Top performers for Coach Hill and assistant D ick
Rockenbach during the season so far have been Tom Douglass, Normal senior, and Bob Mann, senior from Danville.
These two men have contributed many points to the team
total as Douglass has scored seven consecutive victories in
the 12 l pound division and Mann has six wins and one

tie to his credit. Two Maywood residents, Ed Wilde and
Alan Kornblum, have alternated in the 136 pound class to
w;n three, tie two, and lose one. Ca.pt. Emil 11:orsch,
Pekin jl1nior, has a record of four wins and two losses.

The agressive Morsch has scored all four of his wins by
falls.
One newcomer on the veteran mat squad, George

Egofske of Harvey, has taken over the varsity spot at 155
and has won three, lost three, to date. T hrcc•Year Veteran

Don Maquet of Pekin has a good record in the 165 division
with four victories. one tie, and two Josses, while Frank

First Swimming Team Organized
Redbird athletic teams now compete in nine inter•

collegiate sports. Charles A. Slagle is coaching the first
swimming team in JSNU history through a series of meets
with Wesleyan, Bradley, North Central, and the M issouri
School of Mines at Rollo.
George Flickinger, Bloomington, has been a consistent
winner for the Redbirds in the short distance events.

Other varsity men are Bob Mitchell and Walt Aussprung,
Joliet; Frank Jarvis, Maroa; Gerald Cunningham, Rockford; Conrad Aschenbrenner, Amboy; Lonnie Bernstein,
Bloomington ; Don Seaton, Peru ; Phil McBain, Hazel Crest;
Lloyd Logan, Danville, and Earl Ratledge, Aurora.

Tracksters Work Out in Gym
Condi[ioning drills were started in February by Coach
Joe Cogdal for track and field candidates. Cogdal will be
assisted this season by Carl H eldt, who is also varsity line
coach. Since ISNU does not compete in indoor meets, the
Redbird tracksters must be ready to work under actual

Marchetti, Joliet, has won two, lost four in the 175 pound

meet conditions almost as soon as it is possible to move

class.

out ,o f doors.
Last year the Redbi rds turned back Wesleyan in a dual
meet and edged out Wesleyan and Millikin in a triangular
affair, although the four other IIAC schools finished ahead
of the Cogdalmen in league competition and in the annual
conference meet held at Macomb. This year the five IIAC
representatives will be joined by Central Michigan and
Michigan Normal, and possibly Indiana State and Ball
State, for the conference track and field meet May 26 and
27 on McCormick field.

Al Everett, freshman from Mundelein, has taken

the varsity heavyweight position but was bothered by a
lack of experience in winning two. losing two, and gaining
one tie. His improvement as the season progressed was

shown as he came through with the victory which brought
about the 14-14 tie match with the Great Lakes sailors.
Dean Heald, East Moline; Jack Jordan, Monticello, and
Roy Camboni, Hinsdale, are others who have competed in
varsity matches during the season. Bob Moske of Springfield is varsity manager for the grapplers again this season.
FEBRUARY,
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The 1950 team should show the most strength in the
middle and long distance events, where most of Joe Cogdal's
championship cross country team will be competing. The
1949 IIAC hill and dale champions were Jacque Osborn,
Chenoa; Jim Garnett, LaGrange; Wayne Henderson,
Minier; Bob Swift, Pontiac; Gene Wendland, Wauwatosa,
Wis.; Austin Eckstein, Kansas City, Mo., and Evan "Red"
Shull, Gibson City.
Lettermen with a good chance of representing JSNU
in the sprints and short distance events are Harold Stephan,
Palatine, and Melvin Klitzing, Sadorus, while field events
men from the 1949 team are Bob ' Perry, Springfield;
Charles Marler, Tuscola; Eddie Morsch, Pekin; Les Gadbury, Monticello; Edmund Raley, Polo; Ronald Davis,
Danville; Stewart Johnson, St. Charles; Tom Hall, Grayslake, and Roosevelt Banks, Freeport. Fred Chapman,
Normal, is varsity manager of the tracksters.

Baseball Candidates Ready for First Call
McCormick Gymnasium will echo with baseball chatter
in March as Coach Harold Frye prepares the diamondmen
for another challenging schedule. The Redbirds w.o n 15,
lost II, during the 1949 season and 15 lettermen are on
hand to compete for starting assig nments on the team this
year.
Six lettermen are listed on the pitching staff, hut Coach
Frye may have to develop a new varsity catcher. Duffy
Bass, Toluca senior and regular receiver a year ago, was
injured in a Thanksgiving hunting accident and will have
difficulty in regaining fu ll strength by spring. The pitchers
who won N's last year and are eligible for more competition are Ed Bonczyk, Schenectady, N. Y.; Paul Bourgeois,
Albany, N . Y . ; Art Goreham, Mike Rzadzki, and Joe
Banicki, Chicago, and Cleon Fellows of St. Charles. Infield regulars back from last yea r a re Ted Jurczak, Schenectady, N. Y. ; John Dzuris, Streator; John Dal Santo .of
Chicago, who also played in the outfield; Bob Zubeck,
Wild Rose, Wis.; and Loren "Buck" Weaver of H eyworth.
Returning outfielders are Guy Jacobucci, Chicago H eights;
Dick Baldrini, Hig hwood ; Bob D urback, Schenectady, N.
Y., and Milt K adlec, Berwyn.

Mussatto Leads Golfers
T hree members of the varsity golf team which finished
a close second behind Western State's champions last spring
will be back on the links duri ng April and May for Coach
Howard J . Hancock. Senior Harry Mussatto, captain for
the past two seasons and defending conference individual
champion, from Hig hwood ; William "Whiz" . Erickson,
Bloomington junior, and Ted Spyra, Chicago H eig hts Junior, are all working toward another successful season. Three
other 1949 lettermen, Paul Keller, Guido Markionni, and
Mark Tucci, completed four years of competition. One of
several promising freshmen is e xpected to step into t he
fourth tournament rosition, although six men will represent
ISNU in several o the dual matches.
Ths 1949 golfers set a high goal for this season when
they scored nine victories to one loss and one tie in dual
competition. Toughest opposition came froin Millikin and
W estern State during the 1949 season. The advantage of
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playing the conference tournament over the local Highland
Park course this year on May 26 and 27 may establish the
JSNU swingers as pre-tourney favorites if Mussatto, Spyra,
and Erickson arc able to find the ,ange. However, the enlargement of the IJAC will mean stifler competition.

Tennis Men to Try for Repeat
Only one man was lost by graduation from the ranks
of Coach Gene H ill's IIAC champions on the tennis courts.
Lettermen Tom H enderson, Harold Garrett, and George
Flickinger, Bloomington; LaVerne Changnon, Donovan;
Eddie Boppre, Elgin, and Don H ertz, Kankakee, a re all
back for more duty this spring: Dick Green, the 1949
captain, was the only senior a year ago.
The tennis men brought home the team championship
from Macomb las May, when Changnon and H ertz scored
individual victories in the four and two divisions before
teaming to win the number two doubles crown. Green and
Henderson teamed for the number one doubles title and
the final victory margin for the Redbirds.
Four or five promising freshmen and transfers, including Evan Strawn, Big 12 ace for Bloomington, and Don
O lson, Lincoln prep and junior college star, are expected
to crowd the five lettermen for starting assignments.
T he netters won 10 dual contests while losing one last
season. The only loss came at the hands of Bradley by a
3-4 margin, and the ISNU men later downed the Braves
by a 6-0 count in a match played here. T he tentative schedule calls for a busy opening week, when the Redbirds show
at Bradley on April 18, against Washington University in
St. Louis on April 20, and at Southern Illinois University
on April 21.

Gamma Phi Circus to Be March 31, April 1
The two-n ight stand of t he Gamma Phi Circus is
scheduled for the evenings of March 31 and April 1 this
spring. The dates were changed from March 10 and 11,
after it appeared that the February 10-27 "coal vacation"
would go on the records as the regular spring vacation.
This shift will give the group more time to practice before
presenting the final show to the ISNU students and the
large number of residents of the Bloomington-Normal area
who a·nnually turn out for this between-seasons event on
the athletic and sports calendar.
Arley Gi llett, faculty sponsor of Gamma Phi, is at
Indiana University for graduate study during the current
school year; and the circus activities are under the direction
of Dr. C. E. Horton, head of the department of health and
physical education for men, who founded the organization
and served as sponsor during 1929-48.
Members of the a ll-student cast of the circus are
a lready scheduled to give three full performances away
from the campus this spring. T hey will appear at Mendota
on March 17 for a hospital benefit show sponsored by the
Lion'-s Club. This will he the third consecutive year that
the circus has appeared at Mendota. On the following
evening, the entire group will put on a show for the ParentTeacher Association at Serena. On April 14, the Gamma
Phi group will present the circus intact at Canton for the
Lion's Club of that city. All of these appearances are
scheduled for the hig h school gymnasiums in the various
communities and w ill be evening shows.
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Remember When?
the past year has been an c,·entful one in the annals
of the institution. It saw the opening of two new state
normal schools. The northern institution took our honored

president, it took the devoted head of our practice school,
and the assistant in ancient languages. In the course itself
were sweeping changes. Natural science at last was treated
as a common school study and given a prominent place in
tne first year. Economics and social science received due
recognition. The time devoted to general psychology and
pedagogy was reduced one-third. The pedagogy of the
branches of study were taught in the regular classes pursuing those subjects.
T h<tl w<1s in 1900.
.. . on April 15, the baseball team boarded the early train
for Wenona where they were to play the high school team
of that place. The morning was spent in visiting the places
of interest about the town and the afternoon in an attempt
to defeat a mixed team of high school and town players.
In spite of the cold the game was good, being exciting to
the last. T he score was W enona 6, Normal 5. On April
2t, the team took a flying trip to Eureka going by way of
EIPaso and returning by way of Chenoa. The spring schedule was arranged by Loren Culp, manager.
T he lime, 190.5 .
. . The new auditorium certainly had an auspicious open•
ing Friday night, May 21, on the occasion of the 10th
annual Oshkosh-Normal debate. The convenience of access,
the beauty of construction and decoration, the pleasing
lighting effect, and the good acoustics, which will probably
be even better when the stage furnishings are all in place1
brought great deli)lht to an audience that has waited long
for just such comfortable and attractive quarters. In addition to this there was needed only a victory to make the
occasion thoroughly delightful and memorable, and the
unanimous decision for N ormal sent the five hundred
people away in a very happy frame of mind, indeed.
Yes, that ·was in 1909.
. Mr. Paul Benjamin was our representative at Lake
Geneva Conference. Through his speeches at Y.M.C.A.
meetings, he has aroused an interest among the members,
and many are planning to attend this summer's conference.
Mr. Yeck, Mr. Smith, and Mr. Joosten attended the Students' Volunteer Conference at Decatur. The attendance
at the devotional meetings was good. Many faculty members made interesting add resses, as well as Rev. Jones,
pastor of the Normal Methodist church, Rev. M aste rson,
pastor of the Baptist church, and President Kemp of Illinois
W esleyan. Mr. Clifford Roe addressed a union meeting of
all the churches in Normal in our auditorium.
191.5 was the lime.
Most of the debates this year have dealt with the
question: " Resolved that the United States Conwess sho uld
enact a law embodying the essential provisions of the Hube r
( W isconsin) Unemployment Insurance Bill, constitutionality conceded." The first debate to take place was a triang le,
March I , wi th Bradley Polytechnic Institute and Lombard
College. The affirmative team, consisting of Clarence
FrnRUARY,
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Coursey, Kenneth Pringle, and Robert English, dropped ,
two-to ...one decision to Bradley at Peoria, while Cornelius
Henze, Raymond Fildes, and Charles Hornback wrung a
unanimous decision from Lombard in the ISNU auditorium.
In a rreshman•Sophomorc encounter with Eureka, Dorothy
Hibarger, Maude Selby, ond Frank \Xleller lost a decision
at Eureka while the affirmati,·e team, Helen Edwards, Eliza.
beth Schenfeldt, and Kenneth Pringle, was also losing a
split decision on the home platform.
The ye<1r, 1924.
The Varsity Ch,b gave a closed dance at Maplewood
C.ountry Club. On the same evening the Varsity Club
sponsored a special movie program featu ring Katharine
Hepburn in " Morning Glory." A Mothers' Day Service
was held Sunday afternoon in Capen Auditorium. Reverend
B. C. Carpenter of the Unitarian Church in Bloomington
spoke on the "Meanings and Motives of Mothers' Day."
Following the services a reception for the visitors, students,
and faculty was given in the drawing room at Fell Hall.
The officers were Bernard Grimes, president; Ray Miller,
vice•president; Glenn Roberts, secretary; Omar Ward,
treasurer; Wendell Oliver, chairman Executive Board; Dr.
Linkins, sponsor.
This h,ippmed in 1934.
. . . A busload of enthusiasts went to Champaign to hear
that prophet of design, Grant Wood, and examined some
of his works. Later the club made it possible for the whole
school to see the colored films on Bali, presented by Spencer
Ewing. In April, the buckling artists took a trip to Chicago, where much time was spent in browsing around
multitudes of marbles and a carload of Corots. T hey visited
the N ew Field Museum, the Oriental Museum at the U niversity of Chicago and the Art Institute. Officers are Mae
Voigt, president; August Pagel, vice•presidcnt; Virginia
House, sccretary•treasurer. Other members are Bernice
Acke rson, Virginia Dillon, Jean Stewart, Lela Ping, Evelyn
Lane, Mildred Spires, Ellen Sorrenson, Jane Richardson,
Alice Smalley, Rose Pocock, Ima Jean Meeker, Lamberta
Taylor, Arch Roland Bennett, Jeanette Eymann, Mary Kay,
Edgar Guthrie, Elizabeth Langsdale, Elizabeth Anthony,
Ann Fox, l'lora Young, Marion C1ldwell, Margaret Caldwell, Charlotte Turner, Carrie Gaffney, and Miss Marion
Mille r, faculty sponsor. Art Club sponsored, in May, an
amateu r exhibit for everyone who had the desire to splash
a little paint or rub dusty charcoal on his fingers.
The year, 1938.
T his year's show, "Propaganda Piece," a fiasco of
Latin America, was written and directed by Milt Allison,
a Dlackfriar from way back to the thirteenth century. For
the first time in club history the Ballet Moose had been
drilled to perfection in terpsichorean tirades inspired by
dance director Ruth Farnham- with gratifying results. The
Blackfriar Swing ( or what have you) orchestra of nine
pieces, were put through thei r paces by pianist-composer
Ray Bessmer with the help of Bill Johnston and Abbot Lyle
Neer. Ray Bessmer, Leon rosha, and Warren Frink were
responsible for all the original music.
This took place i11 1911.
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MORE--Remember When?

:g~:d

educationl
Cdnsists in giving
to the body ana
to the soul all the
beauty and aH the
perfection of which
they are capable

I

Plato
1

l
I

Did you mem orize this quotation from
Plato (upper right.)?

Do you know

where it js to be found on the ISNU
Ma) bc you can find your

campus?
piciure

1

t0

the right among those of

G l's appc:irin g in the scrapbook, pre-

pared

by

alu~mi

office employees

durin_g the recent war.

If you lived

in Fell Hall, or called at Fctl Hall,
b3ck whe.,, you may not remember

1h is entrance, new on l)• a few years

ago. To t!.1c bottom left, you'll recogniz.c the Cook Hall basement quarters,
if you were a music student at Normal.
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IN MEMORIAM
Mes. George R.eam (Willetta .Montgomery) formerly
director of Smitn Hall, died suddenly D ec. 12, 1949 at the
Delta Omicron sorority house of Illinois Wesleyan University, where she was serving as housemother. .Mrs. Ream
was 77. She was employed at ISNU between 1935 and
and 1946, the first eight years in Smith Hall and the last
tluee as attendant in the Carnegie Room of .Milner Library.
She first went to Illinois Wesleyan as housemother at the
Tau Kappa Epsi lon fraternity. J-ler husband preceded her
in death; a sister survives.

* * *
Herman H enry Schroeder, dean emeritus at ISNU, died
January 28, following an illness of two months. He was
76 years old. A teacher for 58 and a half years, Mr.
Sd,rocder joined the faculty in 1913, was twice acting
president, served as dean of the University during 1928-43,
and since his retirement from administrative work had been
teaching philosophy courses part-time. Before coming to
ISNU, he was a rural teacher and public school administrator as well as a teacher at Cornell College in Iowa. H e
also had been on the Whitewater, Wis., Normal School
faculty. He held degrees from Cornell College and the
University of Chicago, having also been a student at
Teachers College, Columbia University. The author of
numerous magazine articles, ne wrote as well two education
textbooks, The PJ)'chology of Co11d11c1 (Rowe, Peterson and
Co.) and The Public Sc/100/ a, a State lmtitution (Public
School Publishing Co.) . He was a member of Phi Beta
Kappa, Phi Delta Kappa, Pi Gamma Mu, and Kappa D elta
Pi. rle was the founder and faculty sponsor of the local
chapter of the latter fraternity. His wile preceded him in
death by only five months. A daughter and four sons, all
ISNU alumni, survive. T hey are Irma (Mrs. Allen
Andrews) of Washington; JameJ of Minneapolis, Minn.;
Karl of Denver, Colo.; K11no Robert, Chicago, and fohn
of Detroit, :Mich. Also surviving are four sisters, all in
Iowa, and a brother in Minnesota.

.

*

* *

feue F. Hannah ( diploma 1882) of Mill Valley, Cal.,
died July IL, 1949. He was a salesman for a roofing

material company.

* *

*

Mrs. Charles H. Turner ( Carrie E. Smith, diploma
1883) of Mt. Sterling died Marci, 31, 1949. She had been
in ill health for many years. Mrs. Turner formerly taught
in Pueblo, Colo., and .Mt. Sterli ng. Her husband preceded
her in death.

* * *
S,ven I'. l'ano11 ( diploma 1892) of DeKalb died
Nov. 27, 1949. He was principal of the ISNU "Practice
School" for two years following hi.s g raduation, in business
for three years, and then became head of the mathematics
department of the Northern Illinois State Teachers College
in 1899, when the college opened. H e served in this
capacity until his retirement in 1935. H e circled the globe
after giving up his teaching but later handled some classes
again during the war period. Always active in civic affairs,
Mr. Parson received a distinguished service citation from
the Illinois Library Association shortly before his death. A
scholarship and alumni club of the Northern Illinois State
FEBRUARY,
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Teachers College bear his name. His wife died in 1919.
Survivors include a daughter, two sons, five grandchildren,
and one great grandchild.

• * •

Oliver R. Zoll (diploma 1899) died in Millboro, Ya.,
on Dec. 12, 1949. H e had been a CCC Camp instructor
as well as a Chamber of Commerce secretary.

* * *
Ira 1\lei\l11rty (diploma 1904) of Midland, Mich., died
following a heart attack on Nov. 24, 1949. He married a
classmate, the former Lillie Stewart (diploma 1904) of
Decatur, when at ISNU. They both taught in Mackinaw
for a few years before moving to Michigan. Mr. Mc.Murty
was a farm advisor there in Midland and Sheboygan Counties, purchasing a tract of land for a trout farm and resort
near Midland upon his retirement. His wife, a daughter,
three grandchildren, two sisters, and one brother survive.

* * *
Mrs. Harvey D. Bunnell ( 11-lary C. Worley, diploma
1908) of Evanston died January 25, after a lingering illness. She taught in Chicago Heights, Decatur, and Phoenix,
Ariz. In 1913 she married Harvey D. Bunnell, who owned
and operated a shoe store in Bloomington for many years.
He preceded her in death. .Mrs. Bunnell took out the first
life membership in the ISNU Alumni Association. She was
an active member of the Baptist Church and the Daughters
ot the American Revolution as well as treasurer for many

years of the board of directors of the Booker T. Washington
Home in Bloomington. Survivors include two daughters
and a sister.

* *

Mrs. Floyd Whorrall ( Laura Doherty, 1908-11) of
Verona died January 26, after a lingering illness. Her husband, a sister, and a brother survive.

*

* *

.Miss H elen Fraur ( 1907-08, 1909-10, 1912-14) of
Plainfield died Oct. 15, 1949, following an illness of
several months. In recent years she had been teaching j n
the public schools of Warrenville and Wheaton; but for
many years she served as a religious instructor in Indiana,
New York, Michigan, and Minnesota. She was graduated
from the Boston University School of Religious Education.
Her mother and two sisters survive.

* • *

Mrs. George \YI. Hinsdell (1Wary E. D exter, diploma
19D) of Elgin died suddenly Dec. 1, 1949. She was 78
years old. She was a teacher in the Elgin Public Schools
during 1891-1913. Since then she had taught in Michigan,
Ohio, North Dakota, Florida, and Iowa as well as in
.Monmouth and Kewanee. During 1916-17 she was a superv.ising teacher in the Kent Stale University at Kent, Ohio.
George W. Hinsdell, to whom she was married in 1920,
died in 1934; and Mrs. H insdell lived with her brother,
f. R. Dexter 1 the sole survivor.

*

*

*

Mrs. Clarence Potter (RJ11h E. Sleight, diploma 1932)
of San Antonio, Tex., died Nov. 20, 1949. She had been in
ill health for a number of years, and death resulted from
complications of asthma. Mrs. Potter attended Mc.Murry
College in Jacksonville and taught in Jacksonville, Vermont,
and F rederick as well as in the Alamo H eights Schools of
27

San Antonio. In 193 7 she was married to Clarence Potter
of Beardstown. Eight years later the family moved to Texas
for the sake of Mrs. Potter', health. She was an active
member of the Methodist Church, Phi Nu Society, and Beta
Sigma Phi. In addition to her husband, she leaves a son,
her father, a sister, ana two brothers.

* • •

Mrs. Op.ol Craig Blinn (degree 19-lS) of Belleville
died Oct. 8, 1949. She was a teacher in St. Clair County
for 2~ years and at the time of her death, principal of the
Douglas School, Belleville. She was graduated from the
Belleville T ownship High School in 191 9 and received a
two-year diploma from ISNU in 1932. 1ler son Walter
now is enrolled in the University.

What Family Can Top This?
Descendants of Samuel Blackburn, who came to
the United States in 1849 from Ireland, arc asking
what family claims more space in the files and archives
of ISNU' The educational history of Mr. Blackburn's
descendants at the University contains information
about 17 ISNU alumni who attended Normal and
15 who were graduated.

A linen weaver, Mr. Olackburn left Ireland by
sailboat in 1849 and disembarked at New Orleans.
He came up the Miss'ssippi River to St. Louis. In
Madison County, Ill., he found friends and work as
a broom-maker. In a short time he sent for his wi(c
and four daughters, providing for them a two-room

The luncheon and ocher College Da>• aclivilies of lase )'Car
attracted some l,300 seniors from 160 high schools.

log house on a small farm near Edwardsvi lie. Another daughter and two sons were born there.

A daughtrr-in-law, Lin,, 811rkle.r Blackburn, attended ISNU in the late '70s.
Grandchildren of Samuel Blatkbu rn who attended ISNU include the following: Rober/ /-1. Gr11y,
in the '90s; Sa,ah L. Gray, in the '90s; Prauris S.
Gra) (diploma 1907); Edna 8. Gra) (dewee 1923);
/ oh11 I?. 1\lrKi1111e)' (d;pJoma 1900); Bemire B. /\lrKin11ey (diploma 1900); ,\lildred 1\lrKi11ney Cor·
ri11g1011 ( diploma 1905); lf/il/ia111 Ea1on ( 1902-04);
Sa11111,/ IIY. Ea/on (1915-17); Thoma,/\1. Eal?// (diploma 1917) ; S. Alfred Blackb11m (degree 1917)
and his wife, E/Jie Clark Blackburn (diploma 1917);
lf/ilber Blark1n,111 ( t904-06, 1907-08) and his
wife, Isola B11rkles Blarkb11m (t 908-09); / oh11 K.
Blarkb11m (t906-07, 1908-09); 1\la,·y Blarkb11m
Weidner (1907- 10, 1911 -12); Edi1h ,II. Blarkb11m
(diploma 1921); Florence E. Blarkb11m Hess (degree
1925 ) ; £,mire R 8/ackb11m (degree 19 16); /a11e A.
Blarkb11m (degree 1916).
Great grandchildren of Samuel Blackburn who
attended ISNU include the following: Mar) Lelah
Gr11y Henninger (1908-11, 19 12-13); J\largare/ A.
Gray Miller ( 1914- 15, 1916-17); Be,rie /\ I. Grny
(diploma 1925); Charles L. Gray (diploma 1925);
1\lar1h, E. Gra> Clodfelter ( 1928-29, 193 1); &li1h
!Valley Drake (1910-12, 19 13-15); lr•a B111·dirk
Eaton (diploma 1918 ) ; Bemire /. Corringion (degree I928); Kinxsley Corrinx1011 ( degree 1932);
/ oh11 A. Corring1011 (1928-33); /\largarel Corri11g1011
Johnson ( 1932-33 ).
In addit'on, l'i?reure Blflrkb11m Hess, /a11e A.
Bltukb11rn, and l:.1111irc R Blarkb11r11 have been on the
ISNU faculty. Can any family top this record'
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ISNU COLLEGE DAY
APRIL 24, 1950

Do you have outstanding students in your
classes or friends chat are high school seniors
who would make good teachers ?

If so, be mre to tell them that
College D,iy at ISNU will be
held on M o11day, April 24. They
etm leam about college life by:
Visiting actual college classes
Conferring with department heads
Touring rhe campus with g uides
Attending athletic events
Watching dramatic productions
Talking with ISNU scudenrs
H earing rhe luncheon program
THE ALUM NI QUARTF.RI.Y

Alum ni News Exch ange
1918

Mr.s. \Vilhelmina Reui,::. Schafer (diplom.t l918) is assistant director of Dean
Eaton Hall. women's residence at St.
l:\wrencc University , C:10ton, N. Y. The

1926
M i"~ Dess J libar~er (dt~rcc 1916) w:h
clect<.>d president rC<ently of the Illinois
i::roup of the Natio1, :1I l.e.1gur of American
Penwomen.

hall houses 14S freshmen girls and 20

1928

uppcrcla.ss women.

1921

Mi.ss Helen Sl1uman (de_i;.ree 1921) ,
dean o f women at Southern Illinois Uni•
vcrsiry, had her office dcsl ro)'cd by fire
recenll~•- The 1wo-st0q• f rame building
hou~inE: the office of the dc:rn of men and
that of Miss Shuman burned a lmost comple1c ly before the fire could be haired.
l ost in the bbi!C were numerous records,

includins: mid-term gradts, intellii::cncc
t('Sts, and student personnel fi les, some of
them dating back n years. The <lamage
was cs1irna1cd at S30,000. T o date the

origin of the fire has not b<.-en determined.

1924

l.t. Col. J. P. Marrison (degree 1924)
forml'r Bloumin~ton High School coach,
,•isit('d fri cnds in Bloomington rcccntl)•
after 26 montlh spent :1t Anchorage,
Al:1sb, in the Air Corps. From here he
ldt for Maywood. Cal., where he has been
as~i1,:ncd for duty. Co l. Ha rri~on coached
,md tau~ht at BHS during 192 1-3 1.
Mis) J.ouic M. N elson (degree 192.-f ),
a real1or in \~l inter Hav<:n, Fla., sent a
Christmas greeting to the a lumni office
which described 1he "City of One Hundred L:1kcs-Citru~ Capitol of 1hc \X'orld."
It contained her photogrnph. with the
caption. " He lpin' Fol ks Find a Home
That') M)• Busi ncs): ·

1925
Co n~ rl')~man Noah M. MA~on (degree
1925). rcpresen1a11ve from Illinois, is the
subject of an article in the January, 19~0
issue of Fo r bes, Magazine o f Business.
En1i1led " T arget : T axes," 1hc article describes Re presentative Mason as a gray.
haired, blue-eyed, sprightly ancl alert "tducator-turncd-Co n.i,:rcssman" f rom OJ,:lcsb)'· A rcpresent:uivc of a form district, he
ha,;; long fought tax e xemptio n enjoyed by
farm (and other) coopcrntives. without
making his constituents noticcnb ly angry.
The article 1,;oes on to s tale that M r. M ason has been ~peaking before businessmen's clubs lately about his twin favorites-removal of the e xemptions now
enjo)•ed b>• coopera tives, tru,ts , etc., and
the removal or reduction o f man)' of 1he
exchc taxes.
FEllR UAnY, 1950

Glenn A. Mt.'Conkcy (de,_:rcc 1928) ,rnc..l
hi.;; wife. the former Frances Lucille Galowa)' (diploma 1926), arc living in Cape
Girardeau, Mo .• where Mr. McConkey
is on the staff of the South<:.ist Mis-.ouri
St:ue Coll<:ge. He obtained a Ph.D. de•
J?,rcc in economics last January at the
Stalt> Uni,·ersity of Iowa.

1929

Dr. Emily V. Baker (de~rce 1929) of
T empe. Ariz., recent!)• v..1s elected president of the Arizona A<lisociation for
Supcrvi~ion and Curriculum Development.
She is assista nt professor of education at
the Arizona Stale College in Tempe.
M r,. Warrrn D. Kuster (l-larrict Briscoe, 1928-29) whose hu,b:mcl (<kt;r<:C
1930) is )uperintcndcn1 of school, in
D"'i,:ht, has cfovclopcd a Ill'" hohbr. JC·
cordin,L: to the Bloominµcon Da ilr P:1nta,!!raph. Ek-v<:n months a~o -.he ~t,1rtc..·d
mak in.i,: h ,11s :t!ld in that lcn,s::th of time h,ls
fini ...hed more than 60. ,111 of which she
ha~ worn at lt,l'-t once. Prior to he:mania,-:.c, Mr:.. Ku,1er t.w.i,:ht for 2, )'Cill"<;
in Rodd.tic, Mi nooka, the: Lacon are,1,
and Varna.
EliL:1bcth i\l:ly Lewi:, (dq.:ree 1929)
received a doctor·~ degree (rum the St:i.tc
Univcr.;;ity o f l ow;1 last summer. She is
now head of tht.· dcpartmt:111 o f sc·cretarial science at Kent State l;ni\·crsity,
Kent. Ohi o .
M r,. Howard J Brent (Lucinda MilJer,
diploma 1929) h,is hee!1 m<..Jical recor,1
l ibr:i.ri:111 al Brokaw Hospital. Normal, for
the la;;r ,;;even )'C'a rs. One of her dau_l:hl<:rs
is a collc~c sophomore; the other, in the
fourth grade.
M rs . W illiam H ammitt (Gwendo l)·n
Irene 1\-l orris, diploma 1929) has htcn
assi)tant c.upcrin1c•ndent at th<" Baby Fold
in Normal for 10 )·cars. In addition to
having been a foster parent of 150 children in that length of time, she has two
sons of her o wn, six and ei~IH )'Cars old.

1932

Mi ss Grace D. Cox (dc.ct:rl'C 1932) is :t
psychologi~t in the Bu reau of Mental
Health. I larrisbur~. P a. She writ<"S that
her job involve) conside rable tr,l,,el. She

cxpcch ro take add itio na l work at the
L'niver,i:)' of P<.·nns)'l"ania.

1933

Paul A. Kohler (dcj.::.rt:<.· 193.1) h:1s recent!)' rc..·ceivcd a Doctor of Philo.;;01,h)'
<l<'_l:r<.'t' from the S1.1tc L'.ni\"cni1y of l o\\ a.
Dr. Kohler is now teachinj: in the school
of business at the Univcrsil)' of Missouri.

1934

\~illiam Kuhfuss (de1,;rec- 1934) of
Mackina w was elected Soil Conserva tio n
Service director of T azewell Count)' for
1950 at ,, recent meeting.

1936
M rs. 8. 8. M acdonald (Anclyc E<lwanls,
diploma 1936) writes tha1 she is spendin~
the winter at Clearwater, Fla. June will
find h<:r at Portage Lake. Pinckney, Mich.
Mrs. Betty I-fort Kase l (diploma 1936 )
is teach ing th<' :.i,:th and ~cvcnth grades
this )'CJ.r at St. John Township School.
D)'cr1 Ind. She former!}' taught the firs t
1,:nidc in the Edison School, Hammo nd,
Ind.

19~7
Claire Pouer (de[,:ree 19,7) of Flan.1,.:.:111
n:n·ntl)• was clN"kd chairman o f a J,;roup
of J.i'"in.cston Countr agriculture tc·achcrs
\\'ho meet monthly with 1ht Farm Burt·.1u
and assistant Fann Bureau :ic..lvisors. These
mc·ctin.',!s are held rcgul:trl)• so the ,:roup
can cliscuss currcnl problems of the
teacher, and farm advisors.

1939
Mi'i, Louise Sullivan (dc,:rce 19\9) of
the \'(1;1,hingron School. Joliet. was elected , econJ vi ce- p resident o f the Illinois
Educ.ttion Association at it:. al'nual mcc1inj: in December. Nearly 100 delc.':atec.
representing 42,000 teachcr members were
in attendance nt the meeting in Chica[,:o.

1940
~[is, Ila Frnnccs Karr (d<'J,:r<•e 19-10)
expccu to reccivc a mast<'r', degree from
the l 'ni,ersit)' o f Ocn,,er library school
up0n completion of her thesis. She is
now as~istant librarian at James M illikin
Univcrsit)' in Dcc:itur, having formerly
tnu,c:ht in Bloomin.i:;too.
Jlo w.trd B. lehwald (dt.':rec 1940) has
assumed h is new c..lu1ies as -.up<.·rintendcnt
of the \'(l;ir Memorial Hospi1:i.l at Sault
Ste. Marie. Mich. Pr ior 10 ,c;oing to Sault
Ste. Marie. he was assistant director of
the 800-bed Barnes Hospital in St Louis
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for a )•ear and a half. Mr. Lehwald received a degree o f Master of H ospita l
Administrntion fro m \X'ashingtoil Unive rsity in St. Lo uis in 1948. He is married

and has four children.
Carl Nelson ( l932. 1939-40 ) is an agricultural instrucror :md FFA advisor at

Ottawa T ownship High School. The No, ,c mbcr Ill inois Vocational P rogress rn;:ig:tz.inc carries a reprint of an art icle c·ntitled "Which Lit tle Pig Goes to i\forke t ?..

prepared in cooperation w irh M r. N elson .

1941
The work of Dale DcNcal (degree
194 1) and his wife, the former Ruth Underwood (1 939) was featured in an article
in the Aug ust, 1949, issue of the Ladies'
Home Journal. Mr. DeNeal, otherw ise
kn own as Tod. is a chemist emplo)•ed b)'
the H:i.nford W o rks at 'Richland, Wash.
The Hanford Works, operated by Gener.ti Electric under the direction of the
Atomic Ene rg)' Commission, is an organ•
ization en gaged in the business o f transforming uranium into plutonium. Mrs.
DeNcal is c mplo)•ed as a secretary in the
:1dministrative end o f the Hanford enterprise. ·· Both DeNcals arc convinced Tod's
work is a ,•aluable contribution to human
progress," the article concludes.
1·1iss Edith 1-l:'lrmon {degree 194 1) now
is emplo)'ed as airport traffic co ntro ller
at the Cincinnati Airpo rt, C incinnati,
Ohio.
Mrs. T. C. Ro bison {Louise Mauhc·ws,
degrec 1941 ) w rites about her in:•~rhti'1g
e xperiences in homes teading in ldabo. Ht!r
husband was awarded a government homestead in Hunr, Idaho, in one o f the Bure:tt1
of Reclanwti on drawings. The J:tpane,e
were re loc:tted at Hunt during the war.
Mrs. Robison :tnd her husb:1 nd live in
half of a barracks, which they expect
tea r down and rebuild into a ho use next
year. She continues to teach bcc,wse of
the high cost of livi ng there.
1·1iss Bell)' South {degree 1941) is in
Number~, Germany, where shc is cmplo)•ed b)' the United States government.
Mrs. Ro bert
Russell
{Marguerite
\.'lalsh, degree 194 1) is teaching the thi rd
gr:1dc in the Field School at Park Ridge.
Her husband is an electrical e ngi neer wit h
the P ublic Service Company of Northern
11linios.
\\/illiam S. \\lcichcrt {degree 1939) and
his wife. the former Virginia \\loods
{degree 1941 ) sent holida)' greetings to
the alumni office from Billings, Mont.,

r.,
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where Mr. W eichcrt teaches in the bio•
logical science department at Eastern
Montana College of Education. They arc
enjo~ring li fe in Billings, w hich the)' describe as being :l '"beautiful little city of
abou1 45,0oo;· located near an Indi an
agcnq•. Th ey "honesli}r'' report the)' have
never seen such blue skies and sunsh ine.
The W eicherts ~1rc parents of a 17-inonthold son, Bill)' J oe.

1942

Mrs. Reuc-1 S1ubb lefield (Eleanor Carpen1er, degree 1942) of Normal \Vas
elected wor1hy ma1ron of f elicity Chapter
387, Order of Eastern Star, recently.
Miss Jean E. Dunnington (diplom:1
1942) w ho expects to receive her degree
in JUne, 1950, has :-icccptcd :1 position as
counselor for the soci:11)• mal:1djustcd in
Blue Island elementary schools.

Robert G. Ernst ( 1941-42 ) lives in
Torrence, Cal. He writes that be attended
the Oregon State-UCLA game and visited
with " Pete" and "Bumps" Elliott, forme rly of Bloom ing ton.
.Mrs. Eleanor Young Hayes (degree
1942 ) is no w a physical therapist at St.
An thon)''s Hospital, St. l.ouis. M o.

1943

Ho)' L. Carlock (1938-39, 1940-43 ) is
the new executive secretary of the Lincoln
Chamber o f Co mme rce. it was announced
recen tly. Prio r to accepting his new ap•
pointment, Mr. Carlock served in a s imilar cap:tci1~• at Shelb~•ville.
Mrs. Anne Madrid Drenovac {deg ree
1940 ) requests that her copies of the
Qu:lrte rly be sent 10 the Mills School in
New York City, where she is present!}'
e mployed as bursar. The Mills School

New A rriva l s t o Alumni Pa re nt s
Boy born Nov. 12. 1949

Mr. and Mrs. Win field Bates {Julia Blum, degree
1935), and Winfield Hates (degree 1936),
Linco ln.

Girl born Oct. 21, 1949

Mrs. Max Kahn {Eleanor Coen, 1934-35), Chicago.

Boy born Nov. 14, 1949

Francis Brown (degree 1937), Normal.

Boy born Dec. 7. 19/49

,M r. and Mrs. Chester Ale xander {Marcella Hooe,
1936-37), and Chester Alexander (deg ree 1938),
Elgin.

Girl born O ct. 15, 1949

1frs. Kenneth W e rnimont (Eleanor Schiltz, d iploma
1937), Bogota, Colombia, South America.

Girl born Jan. 24

Duncan Miller {degree 1938), Normal

Girl born N ov. 2. 1949

Charles Stra)'er {degree 1938), Saune min.

G irl born D ec. 4. 1949

William Small (degree 1939), Galesburg.

Boy born Nov. 29, 1949

Bruce Orr {degree 1949) , Ho uston, Tex.

Girl born D ec. 16, 1949

M rs. James Winter (Elean or Crone, diploma 194 1) ,
Chenoa.

Boy born Nov. 28, 1949

Mr. :-tnd M rs. Wendell Ande rso n {Cleo Boggy,
degree 1942) , and Wendell Anderson (degree
1943), W:lrrensburg.

Tov. 24. 1949

1-.fr. and 1'.frs. Paul Harris ( Mary Salmon, degree
1942) . and Paul Harris (degree 1947 ), 610 0111ington.

Girl born

Bo}' born Jan. 13

M rs. Louis Rieger (Eileen \"'<lcbcr Fin ley, d eg ree
1943) , Bloomington.

Girl born J an. 20

M r. and :M rs. John Blatnik ( Barbara Orr, degree
1943), and John Jllamik (des ree 1943),
Re rwyn.

Boy born Jan 2 l

li.fr. and Mrs. Warren Po lle\• (1'fary Sorrenson,

Bo)' born July 7, 1949

Mr. and Mrs. W:1rrcn Buck (Bernice Francis, degree 1944), and Warren Buck (degree 1946),
Urb:1na.

degree 1943), and Warren Polly (degree 1945),
Antioch.
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offers training for nursery and primaq•

teachers.

1944
Ray Bessmer (degree 1944) is an enterta iner in New York City. H e expects
t<> spend the winier in Florida.
Miss Pa tricia Goodell ( degree 1944) is
teach i ng this )'Car in an all-colored school
in Evanston . She commends Evanston's
fine school syst<:m and writc-s that she
finds her work there inte resting.

1945
Miss Virgi ni a Fae B renkmann (degree
1945) assumed du ties as an a i r hostess
with T rnns.\'(lorld Airlines in Dcc<-mber.
She recentl)• was grnduated fro m the

McConnell Air Hostess-Stewardess School
i n M inneapolis.

1948
Gordo n L. Cottrell (degree 1948) is a
social worker at Mechanicsburg.
J une De D ie Mitche ll (degree 1948) is
in her third year of teaching junior high
English and mathematics at the Stock land
Consolidated Gr:tde School.
Til io G iocabassi (degree 1948) has
been <:mplo)•Cd to teach the eighth grade
in the ,-1.\fan.sficld Consolid:tted Grade
School. Mr G iocabassi completed work
for a master's degree at ISNU in Januaq' .
He forincrlr taught at Kincaid.
J ohn G raha m T ho msen (M.S. 1948) began a refresher co urse in navigation and
radar in October at the Mather Air Base
i n Sacramento, Cal. After completing the
20-wcek course, he wil l be stationed in
Houston. Tex., as instructor in navigation
and radar at Ell ington Field. The offer of

Mrs. James O sborn (J essie Rowe, degree 19-15) is employed in the athletic
office at Ohio W esleyan University, D elaware, Ohio.

Ralph E. Ri ttenhou se (degree 1945) of
Seymour has a teaching position tempo.
rarily in the W ashingion Community
H ;~h School.

1946
M rs. A rthur L. Lowman (J eannette
Carter, degree 1946) reports that she is
reaching in a s ixth grade in Long Beach,
Cal. She received a master's degree in
guidance from the University of W isconsin in August, 1949, and was married
Sept. 1, 1949.
J ero me Feldman ( degree 1946) has
joined the Holy Cross Brothers :rnd is
1e:i.ching at Holr T rinity School in Chic1g o.
Wavne G ro ss ( M.S. 1946) is a super•
vising. teacher and assistant dean o f boys
in the School o f Education at Indiana
University, Bloo,nington, I nd. Hi s wife,
the former Lucille Copelan d ( 1924•25,
1941-42) teaches at Spencer, Ind.
Mrs. Richard bunmc rs ( Martha Lewis,
degree 1946) writes of her life in Sendai,
Jap:rn, where she and lu:r husb:tnd teach
i n a mission. T hey have a new prefabricated house which they find very comfortable.

the position came 10 M r. Thomsen because of his spc-cia l qualifications. Since
the war he had been head o f the scic-nce
department in the Orlando., Fla., High
School. He resigned frorn that position
to accept 1he one at Ell ington Field.

1949

Ed win L. Carey (degree 1949) has received a master's degree at Indiana Un iversity. He is teach ing in the business
education department at Lincoln Memorial Uni,•crsity, H arrogate, Tenn.
:Miss Mary Cullin an (degree 1949) has
been appointed English teacher at Say•
brook High School.
Ra l ph E. Erickson ( 1948-49) is a new
member of the Indiana Technical College
male chorus at F1. \'(layne, Ind. A college
freshman, he formerly worked at Ottawa.
Howard Knous (degree 1949) has been-

N e w Arrivals to Alu m ni Parents
Boy born :M ay 9,

1949

Mrs. Lyle Huffaker ( lhuh A lve rson, degree 1945),
T ulelake, Cal.

Girl born Dec. 3, 1949

ti.fr. and Mrs. Ralph E. Ourh:trn ( Rosemar ie Duncan,

Girl born Dec. 29, 1949

M rs. Harol<t Pech ( Donnabe lle Opperman, degree
19-16), L;ncoln.

Girl born Jan. 4

Mr. and Mrs. J ohn Scott (Emil>• D unn, M.S. 1947) ,
and J ohn Sco1t ( M .S. 1947), Mt. Pleasant,
.Mich.

Girl born Nov. 19, 1949

Mr. and Mrs. John T. Fox ( Beu y H o llandsworch,
degree 1947), and John T . Fox (degree 1949),
Charleston.

Girl born Jan . 2l

Mr. and Mrs. Milton Under koffler (Kathryn Sisemore, 1945-194 7), and M ilt-On Underkoffler
(degree 1948), Rutland.

Girl born D ec. 10. 1949

Mr. and Mrs. John McNei l (Janice Armstrong, degree 1948), and John McNeH (degree 1948),
Arrowsmith.

Girl born Oct. 11, 1949

William G eorge Chase (M.S. 1948), Onarga.

Girl born J :tn. 22

Ro be rt H ull (degree 1948), Tremont.
Ru ssell Steele (M.S. 1948), Norma l.

Girl born J a n. 24

degree 1946), and Ra lph E. Durham ( degree
1947), Freeport.

Boy born Nov. 1, 1949

Mrs. Arthur Tompkins (Connie Th oma ssen, de.
grec 1948) , Bloomington.

Girl b orn Nov. 3i 1949

Ray T yler (degree 1948). Ponc;ac.

Girl born Nov. l l, 1949

.M r. :tnd M rs. John Husmann (Mari.e Schultz, de.
gree 1949), and J o hn H usman n (degree 1949),
Norma l.

Boy born Dec. 22, 1949

M r. and Mrs. George Riemer (Shirley W ebb , 194849), and George Riemer (1948-50), Norma l.

Rob eri H a rring10n (degree 1947) i.s
teachi ng at Central College, Pella, la.

Boy born Dec. 291 1949

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Smith ( Beverley W or kman,
19ti8-49), and Ha ro ld Smith ( 1948-50), Normal.

Edwa rd Syms ( 1941-42, 1946-47) recently received a Bachelor of A rts degree
in music at D enver Uni,•ersity.

G i rl born J:tn. 26

Robert. Lawson (1946-50), Norm~ll.

Girl born Nov. 17, 1949

:Mr. and Mrs. Lowe ll Ta)•lor ( \'v'in ifrc<l Blackettcr
1948-49), and Lowell T a).Jor (1948-50), Norn,al

1947
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Alu mni News Exchang e
appointed research assistant in the indus•
trial relation::, department at the Univcrsit)' o f .Minncsow, where he is doing
grndu:tte work.
'

Do You Pass Your Quarterly On ?
Only one out of every six or seven ISNU graduates receives

Miss Mildred Lawson (degree 1949) is

the Alumni Q11aJ'terly. Every community has countless former

teaching in the Douglass chool in Kansas City, Kans. Miss Lawson writes that
it is the largest ch:m<·ntaq, school in the
state with an enrollment of I 200. She
plans to visit in California during the
summer.
l\·fiss Janice Mason (de~rec 1949) has
,1 position :1s assistant to the research biochemist for the department of pediatrics
,n the John Scaly Hospital, Galveston,

University students who never obtain any news of the cam pus.
When you've finished read ing t he camp us news and personal
items about a lumni, why not pass you r Q11arlerly on to someone
else interested in Normal'

Tex.
Paul E. S.hicklc (dcj:rcc 1949) writes
from Edgewater Park, Miss., where his
duties as a travelling tutor h:we taken
l1irn. He describes the very beautiful surroundings and the clirnau:. flowers :ire in
bloom and it is warm enough for him .. to
lie on the beach in the sun." Fro1n Edgewater Pa rk he will go to Tulsa, Okla.
Miss Doris Takahara (degrtt' 1949), :l
Mtivc of the Territory of Hawaii, was
tempornril)• employed by the Board of
Education in LaPorte, Incl., 10 teach in
the Lincoln Sdwol 1hcn: during November. She had been doing :.-ubs1i1utc tcachin~ in Chic:l.go schools.

1950
The fol lowin~ !>tudcnh who completed
work for 1hc hachelor·s degree in J:l.nuar)•
and arc eligible to participate in the June
Commencement program have new positions. \'\l'illiam B ~nson, Corn Belt Hntcheries, J o l iet; Kathryn Mac Bidderman,
kindergarten, Springfield; Carol Carlson,
home economics, Roanoke; Rose Marie
DeLuk:i., English, Buckley; Rosemary
Louise Etcrno, home economics, Chi llicothe; Luella Pauline H ohenstein, first
grade, Bloominston; Erma Gloria Johnson, sixth grade, Dec:itur; H arriet Ann
K uczera, commerce-social science, Shef-

field.
Others include: Carroll Lindsey. mental Ir retarded, Alton; George F. Sch mink,
mathe matics, Dclav:1n; Florence Irene
Swnz, histor)•-gcogrnph)', Polo; Norman
E. \..;,'esr, Latin.English, Ro:inoke; Donald
Widma)'er, counselling, Galesburg; Dora
Jan e Danhof \'<linter, home adviser, Livingst(m County.
Sti ll others include: Mary Helen Anderson, home economics. Vandalia ; Cons tance
Felton, prim.If}' grades, Evanston; Gene
Russell Howell, Farmer's Home Administration, Rushville,

32

Marriages
Alice Pollock Perrin (diploma 1904 ) tO Arthur J. Pcnc<:. At home Plainfield.
Mi ldred Evelyn W eeki)' (diploma 1926) to Hi ram M. Martin. At home l3ransun,

Mo.
Cat!1erine Loughran (1931-33) to Francis X. Twomey. At home Pon1i:1c.
Edith Shutes (Jegree 1938) to George Hart1.ell T eesdale. At home Melvin .
Mar)' 1:rances Lynch (degree 1939) to James Daniel Dugan. At home Hammond.

Ind.
\'\l'illiam P. Staker (degree 1940) 10 Jane H :unl in. At home New York, N .Y.
ShirlC)' Brauer (degree: 194 1) lo Richard W ood. At home Pe tersburg.
Dorothy Jane Goodrich Ropp (diploma 1942) to Richard Ulfcrs. At home
Gib-.on City.
.
Duane H . Cooper ( 1941-43) to Ph)•llis J ean Swanson. At home Pasadena, Cal.
Ruth Kem1> (dcgree 1943) to John A. Lieschcidt. At home Pekin.
Jan~ Owens (degree 1943) tu Francis W. Kai ser. At home Chatsworth.
Dolores C. Parker (degree 1944) to Joel Simmons, J r. At home Lns Cruces,

N. Mex.
M;iry Charlotte Smit~, (194/4.45) to J ohn Mill er. Al home Chicago.
George Bu non Cu niss ( 1942-43, 19-15-47) to Mary K. Thurlby. At home ?-•fonmouth.

Mar)• l-lelen Jackson ( 1946-47) tO Edward Ray Goodnight. At home S:1n l\L11cos,

Tex.
Glenna E. DeGroat ( 1947-48 ) to Clifford W. Midd leton. At home Browning.
David L. Ewen ( 1947-48) to Jancice Urban. At home Bloomington.
Dorothy J ean foster (degree 1948) to John J . Andrews. At home Sterling.
Alvin W . Montgomery ( 1947-48) 10 Beulah Rae Smith. At home W ashington.
Zona Rae Beavin ( 19'17-49) to Thomas Conard Galvin ( I 945-49). At home
Bloomington.
Mary Louise Bidner (1946-49) to Oe:in Bright. At home Bloomington.
Mar)' Lou Dossingham (1946-49) to ?-.folvin D avid Schuler. At home Lexington.
~fargarct Jean Codding (1946-49) to Richard j. 'Rost. At home Bloomington.
Joy Dickman (1948-49) to Dayo Thompson (1949-50) . At home Normal.
Shirley fisher ( 1946, 1948, 1949) to Frederick H. Schenck. At home Lexington.
Lorraine Ellen Gee (degree 1949) to Benedict Joseph K rystofiak. At home
Bloomington.
Mary Helen Goff (M.S. 19-19) to L:1wrencc K;.1hn. At ho me Lansing. l\·f ich.
Doris Hageman (1948-49) to Franz Zulegar. At home Lacon.
Andrew Clifton Harris (1948-49) to Nona Sy lvester. At home Norrna1.
Goldie Mac Hilliard ( 19tf7-/49) to Emmerson Bill. At home Bloomin~to11.
Mary Ann Kipling (1947-49) to Fred C. Blakesley. At home Peoria.
Ruth Lee (M.S.1949) to Origcn Ross, Jr. At home Rochester.
Virginia Lee Lewis ( 1948-49) to Jack Burton. At home H orner.
Marilyn Jo Pringle ( 1948-19) to Jack Collom. At home D:1nvillc.
Kurt Sch~ning ( 1949) to ~farion Moyle. At home Bloom ington.
Elizab eth Schriever (1948-49) to Dale 1 onncmachcr. At h.ome Prairie View.
Peg~y Sexton (degree 1949) to H . 'JI/ . Schroeder. At home Eureka.
Norma \'\l':11ers (19'14-46, 1947-49) to .Paul R. i'v[ackey. At home Danvers.
Dora Jane Danhof (1945-50) to Ke11nfth Winter. Al home J>ontiac.
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Directory of ISNU Club Officers
CHAMPAIGN COUNTY
President, Miss Clara May Shinker, 410 N. Garfield,
Champaign; Vice..President, James Schussels, Court
I, Bldg. 32, Apt. C, Stadium Terrace, Champaign;
Secretary, Mrs. Zoe C. Long, 1109 W. CI.uk, Urbana;
Treasurer, Ralph Andrew Shick, 404 N. Goodwin,
Urbana.

CHICAGO C LUB
President, Robert P. Campbell, D W. Davis, Arlington
He ights; Vice -President, Dr. .Paul E. Grabow, 2348
Seminary, Chicago; Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Marjorie V oigt, 315 N. County, Waukegan; Assistant
Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Margaret Heintzman, West
End School, Waukegan. Executive Board Members :
Geo rge Propeck, Miss Mildred Garst, J. L. Sullivan,
Merle Kauffman, Virgil Petty, Miss J osephine
Mathews.
C H RISTIAN COUNTY
V ice•President, Miss Charlene Paul,. 101 Sherman, Pana.
D E W ITI COUNn '
President, Edmund Fetzer, 634 W . Jefferson, Clinton;
Vice.President, Miss Kates Ives, 423 N. Maple, Clin.
ton; Secretary, Mrs. A . W. Dickey, 613 N. Center,
Clinton; Treasurer, Miss Louise Scribner, 1010 W.
Main, Clinh n.
f ORD COUNTY
President, Chuence Coheroour, Cabery; Vice.President,
Murray Osborn, Piper City; Secretary.Treasurer, Miss
E1hel Miller, 202 W. N inth, Gibson City.
IROQUOIS COUNTY
President, F. D. Claywell, Watseka; Vice•preside:11,
M rs. Leta Light, Sheldon: Secretary-T reasurer, Mrs .
Ora John Hausz, ~1(dford.
KANE-K El\'DALL CO UNTIES
President, Joe Mini, 708 New Y o rk, Aurora: Vice•
.President, Miss Hilda J ohnson, 625 N . First, Geneva;
Secretary, M rs. Dale C. Smith, 424 Pennsylvania Ave.,
Aurora; Treasurer, Mrs. Charles Thiel, 114 Mallery.
Elgi n. Kendall County Representative, Miss Carolyn
Harris, Yorkville.
KANKAKEE COUNTY .
President, Mi ss Louise Mercier, 303 Volkmann Bldg.,
Ka nkakee; Vice. President, Mi ss Velma Shimmin,
Reddick ; Secretary, Leslie 0. Stansbury, 204 S. Chi•
cago Ave., Kankakee; Treasurer, M rs. Floyd D.
Bailey, 840 S. Sixth Ave., Kankakee.
K NOX-WARRE N COUNTiES
Presiden t, Mrs. Ra·ymond K. Hart, Little York; ViccPres ident, Mrs. George H . Fuller, 139 P inc, Ga lesburg; Secretary•Treasurer, Willi am lserman n, Mo n.
mouth.
LASA LLE COUNTY
President, Miss Lucille Tkach. 202 10th Strcruor : V icePresident, Miss D arlene ,Miller, 229 Nebraska, Ottawa ; Secretar)', Lyle Yeck, 108 1 . 3rd. Streator:
Treasurer, Miss Muriel Reyno lds, 312 Leland,
Streator.
LIVI NGSTON COUNTY
Vice•President, Mrs. Richard Ringler, ~trawn .
MACON COUNTY
President, Mrs. Eliza beth Sawyer, R.R. 2, Box
catur; Vice.Presid ent, George M. Wilson,
Oakland, Decatur~ Secretary, Miss Norma
1131 W. Marietta, Decatur; Treasurer,
Rainey, Warrensburg.

238, De•
1057 N.
L. CR.iehl,
Paul F.

MADISON COUNTY
President, Fo rrest Mock, Roxana; Vice.president, Rich ~
a rd Paynic, 1108 Edwardsville, W ood River; Secre•
tary, Miss Ella Smith, 2161 C leveland, Granite City;
Secretar)', Mrs. John Ludwig, 72 Pine, Highland .
MCLEAN COUNT Y
President, Elwood Whee ler, Normal: First Vice. President, James De Pew, Bloomington; Second Vice-President, Miss Bernadine A)'res, Bloomington; Secretary,
Mrs. Carl Locscke, Bloomington; Treasurer, John
McGi nnis, Normal: Representatives: Le Roy- Miss
Mary Etta Edwards: Lexington- :Mrs. Claude Kinsella : Be llflo wer- Jam es MacGrego r: Stanford- Mrs.
Myrna ~forgan H:irms: Colfax- Harold DeWeese:
GridlC}'- Leslie Murray.
PEORIA CO UNTY
Presidem, Mrs. Joseph Meyers, 212 Co oper, Peoria;
Vice.president, Miss Eleanor \'G-' atson, 33 1 Ca.liforn~a.
Peoria; Secretary, Mrs. Joseph ?vloore, 830 Wisconsin,
Peoria; Treasurer, Miss Elma Brooks, 401 Gilbert,
Peoria.
PIATI COUNTY
Vice-President, .M rs. Anna Warren, White Heath.
ST. CLAIR COUNTY
President, Miss Jane Hansleben, 112 S. Pennsylvania,
Bellevi!Je; Vice•President, Albert G. Berr)t, 308 Lucinda Ave., Bellevill e; Secretary, i\·lrs. Free man A.
Wolfe, 320 S. Pennsylvania, Belleville; Treasurer,
Mrs. Eldon Heer, Lebanon.
SANGA~ ION COUNTY
President, Mrs. SidnC)' B. Smith, 3000 Old Rochester
Road, Springfield; Vice♦President, Geo rge W. Wi).
cockson, Pawnee; S~cretary-Trcasurer, Mrs. Harold
Cantrall, 2739 MacArthur, Springfield.
T AZEWELL COUNTY
President, James Zimmerman, Green Valley; \ticePresidcnt, Mrs. Gr.tot Bush, Mackinaw; Secretary•
Treasurer, Mrs. He nry A. Barra, Pekin,
VERMILION CO UNTY
Preside nt, Leo McDo nald, 207 W. Seminaq•, Danville;
Vice-president, Miss Rut h Flyn n, 818 N . Franklin.
Danville; Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Ma thi lda Green.
savage, 817 S. State, W estville.
W ILL COUNT Y
President, Albert Trump)', Plainfield: Vice.President,
Mr~. l\farvel Massey Fralich, Plainfield: Secretary.
T reasurer. Miss He len MacCallam, 108 Mississippi,
Jolie t.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
President, Vict:-pn:sidcnt, Secretary.Treasurer, Mr and
Mrs. Geo rge McWhertcr, 20 Fitzwater Rd, Brecksville, Ohio.
ST. PET ERSBURG, FLORIDA
President, Arnold D. Collier, Collier School, St. Peters•
burg; V ice.President, H. E. Waits, 1027 Fifth St.,
N .• St. Petersburg; Secretary, Miss Bessie Spencer,
5565 21st Ave., S., St. ,P etersburg.

Illinois State Nonna! University Alumni Association Officers
Presiden t- Richard V. Lindsey, Galesburg
Vice-President- Miss Elsie Hodgson, Ottawa
Secretary.T reasurer-M rs. C. H. Adolph, Normal
Directors- Mrs. H. L. Stiegelmeier, Normal; William W . McKnight, Jr., Normal; Samuel B. Sullivan, DeKalb

I. S. N. U. Class Reunions
on
COMMENCEMENT DAY
Saturday, June 10, 1950
Classes Returning to the Campus Will:Be
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1925
1930
1940

Come Back to Normal This June

